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"But whatever the laws are or may t;e during my term of office it will
be my aim insofar as it is in my power and incumbent on me as governor,
to see that they are enforced honestly, vigorously and without fear or

1, 1910
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STRIKING PASSAGES IN GOVERNOR MILLS ADDRESS.
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Judge W. H. Pope From Now A Repair Ship, Two Colliers
and Four
on Presides Over Supreme
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Are Recommended
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Governor Mills Authorizes the Supiising Development Today
Through Letter Written to
Announcement of Her ApDr. Lyman J. Abbott
pointment This Afternoon.
Governor Mills announced this afternoon that he would retain Miss Clara
as bis; private secretary. Miss
Olson has served under Governors
unOtero, Hagerman and Curry, and
W.
Paynolds
der acting Governors J.
and Nathan Jaffa. Her experience
and popularity will be a valuable asset
to the new administration.
Chief Justice Takes Oath of Office.
This forenoon at 10 o'clock, in
chambers, in the prepence of the
Chief
judges of the supreme court,
Justice William J. Mills administered
the oath of office to is successor,
Chief Justice William II. Pope. There
was no special ceremony but the oc1

casion was dignified and impressive.
As one good turn deserves another,
Chief Justice W. H. Pope at noon
swore in Governor William J. Mills.
Special Mounted Policeman.
Governor Curry yesterday appointed A. B. Cook of Carrizozo, a special
mounted policeman for the El Paso
and Southwestern railway.
Mounted Police Make Arrest.
Captain Fred Fornoff last evening
arrested a well known local citizen for
flourishing a gun and making a gunplay. The aforesaid citizen was held
in $1,000 bond.
General Orders Printed By Mistake.
A messenger mistaking the editorial
for the business office of the New
Mexican, resulted in the printing last
evening of the first general order by
Adjutant General Brookes in the New
Mexican, a day ahead of time, instead
of its being sent to the job room for
the printing in a circular form.

Washington,

March

The

1.

House

committee on naval affairs today voted for the construction of two battleships, one repair ship, two fleet colliers and four submarines.
Surprising Development of Inquiry.
Washington, March 1. There was
a surprising development today in
the Ballinger-Pincho- t
investigation
to
when Gifford Pinchot announced
the committee that he based his
charge that Secretary Ballinger had
been guilty of making false statements to the President, not upon the
letter from Mr. Ballinger himself, but
from a letter written by J. T. Ronal,
a former law partner of Mr. Ballinger,
to Dr. Lyman Abbott. Mr. Pinchot
said that a copy of this letter, with
annotations was forwarded by Mr.
Ballinger to the President. He admitted, that three statements in the
Ronald letter, which he claimed, to
be false, previously had been covered
by a letter written by Mr. Ballinger
himself to the President, in which Ballinger had stated what the witness
admitted was a true statement of
facts. Mr. Pinchot said he did not
attempt to reconcile these two facts.

E

favor.

"He (President Taft) is giving our country a safe, sane, wise and
honest administration, not going, beyond the law nor outside of the limitations imposed upon him by the constitution.
"As to this (the valuation of property) there is but one safe, sound
and just rule, and that is uniformity of valuation for similar kinds and
classes of property, everywhere in the Territory.
"A property owner in one county should not pay a greater or a less
tax upon a horse, a cow or an acre of land, than the owner of a horse, cow,
or an acre of land of the same value in any other county.
"It is my purpose to use every effort in my power to aid and assist
in the betterment of our schools, both the common schools and the higher institutions of learning which are situated in the Territory.
"In carrying on this work, of improving and constructing roads
I think some definite plan should be adopted to secure
uniformity and
'
permanence of construction.
"We must elect our best men men of experience
and affairs, as
delegates to the convention which is to frame the act under which the
new state of Xew Mexico shall live, so that our constitution may be
as nearly perfect as the fallibility of man will permit it to be.
"In my opinion provisions should be inserted in our constitution to
protect our public lands and save them from being the prey of speculators
and the football of politicians and designing men, whose aim will be to
acquire them for less than they are reasonably worth.
"I am for statehood for Xew Mexico, first, last and all the time and
will lend all my energies and humble efforts to secure that end. My
hope is that it will come very shortly, and that my term of office as governor of the Territory of Xew Mexico will be but of limited duration."
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Chief Justice Pope Administers Oath of Office on Steps of
Capitol Building In Presence of Immense
Curry Makes Happy Address and
His Successor Delivers a Long and
Brilliant One Splendid Weather
For Parade.
Throng--Govern-

or

Hon. William J. Mills, for twelve brief speech and he was listened to
Corporation Tax Report.
chief justice of New Mexico, be- with rapt attention. He was frequentyears
1.
no
While
Washington, March
came
governor of the territory at noon ly applauded. He said in substance:
definite statement can be made until
"When I was inaugurated I said in
He took the oath of office on
today.
colreturns
the
from internal revenue
the
steps of the capitol building in my inaugural speech that I expected
lectors all over the country are received here, it is intimated that when the presence of thousands of people to be judged by the administration I
the timeliniitfor filing corporation from all parts of the territory. The gave. I repeat it here. I have served
rts
expires at midnight to oath was administered by Chief Jus- as governor to the best of my ability
and I am pleased to say that New
night, thousands of corporations will tice William H. Pope.
It was a brilliant assemblage and, Mexico is filled with good people.
be found delinquent and will incur the
severe penalties to be meted out to glorious weather even for Santa Fe, (Applause.) And the good people are
such concerns as shall refuse or neg- famed for its peerless climate, con- always ready and willing to overlook
lect to make returns within the period tributed largely to carrying out of the the petty faults and consider rather
specified by the act. This penalty will parade and the inauguration cere- the good and pleasant qualities of a
WOOL PRICES ARE
an person.
EASIER ON SURFACE, be in the form of a fine, which may monies without being marred by
range from $1,000 to $10,000. Returns untoward event or ill omen.
Statehood Aaain.
mailed to internal revenue collectors
And to make the new
"When I was inaugurated governor
Sales Are Small and Business is of will be forwarded, to Washington, induction into office all the governor's
more aus- l said that I exuected to see statP
the Hand to Mouth Order Fleecwitfl the envelopes attached bearing picious the retiring governor,! George hood while iu? office and I worked for
es Attract Little Attention.
the postmark showing the time of Curry, delivered a speech of a decid- that measure before it had become
Boston, March 1. The wool busi- posting.
edly happy turn, saying that be hoped what we call a regular issue. T had
ness in Boston is of the general hand
Not Jess than ten cases to test the with all his heart that Governor Mills hoped to see it but I am Indeed
sorry
on
to mouth order.' Prices are easier
constitutionality of the corporation
see statehood for New to see that my expectations were not
the surface but all dealers are against tax are before the supreme court, and would really
to see realized. I do hope however, that it
The sales in- seven of these-- are assigned for ar- Mexico as he himself had hoped
further concessions.
to will be only
time before Contribute
Governor
a
it.
paid
Curry
clude a fair variety but lots run gument on March 14. This fact, howwill grant it. (Applause
gress
the
peosuccessor
assured
and
and
his
at
Idaho
sells
Fine medium
small.
ever, will not operate to prevent the
cents In grease and half infliction of the prescribed penalty ple of New Mexico if they lend to him cheers.)
twenty-on- e
Praises Mills.
to twenty-si- x upon those corporations which fail to their loyal support he will give New
blood, Utah at twenty-fiv- e
"And .now, my friends, standing
cents. Fleeces are attracting very file their reports by 12 o'clock tonight. Mexico a good administration.
here near the gentleman who has
Exercises Begin.
little attention but the foreign prodjust
become your governor I wish to asuct is fairly active.
At 10 o'clock this morning the in sure
you that I am pleased to be sucauguration ceremonies really began, ceeded
by one who is a scholar, a
ROOSEVELT LUCK
when the executive committee called
FERRY BOATS COLas well as a gentleman. f CheerO
jurist
At
Palace
on Mr. Mills at the
hotel.
LIDED IN DENSE FOG.
He needs no introduction to you for
was met by ne
11:30 the governor-to-b- e
Philadephia, Pa. March 1. During
has lived m your Territory twpntv.
his staff and a few, minutes before five
ATTENDS
a dense fog this morning, the ferry
years.
Judge Mills is
noon Judge Mills left for the capi known from(Applause.)
boat Camden, with GOO passengers
one
end
of
the Territory
tol. The members of his staff accom- to the other and I
crashed into the ferry boat Wenonah,
want to say to
and
Governor
him.
Curry
panied
as the latter was about to leave its All Around Him
you and say it with all sincerity that
People Were Chief Justice Pope were called for. during
the twelve years
slip. One of the Camden's cabins was
Mills
Stricken With Fever But The retiring governor and his suc- has been chief justice ofJudge
crushed in and nine persons were inthe
Terricessor entered the main entrance of tory of New Mexico he has
A panic spread among the
jured.
He Escapes
the capitol grounds amid cheers and with dignity and prudence. presided
was
on
but
it
both
boats,
I hope
passengers
were followed by Territorial Secretary and I believe that you will
him
give
quickly allayed.
Nathan Jaffa and Chief Justice Wil- that loyal support which you owe to
CAMP
NEARBY
INVADES
DEATH
liam H. Pope. They proceeded to the your chief executive: I hone and hv
tribunal erected on the capitol steps lieve that you will stand by him in his
amid files of the National Guard who administration, and I know that if you
LOCAL
Medical Missionary Who Had stood attention. The governor's staff ido,
Governor Mills will give you a
in full uniform followed. On the good administration."
Lunched With
tribunal were seated the judges of
There was prolonged applause as
One of the Victims.
the supreme court, Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Governor Curry took his seat, and
Jaffa and guests. Immense flags Governor Mills beamed with pleasure
Gondokoro, March ; 1. Roosevelt's and
many yards of bunting deco- at the happy remarks that had just
Heroic Efforts Will Be Made luck has attended the American hunt rated the capitol
building as well as Deen spoken by
Curry,
be
and
ers
and
mansion
scientists,
may
the
executive
they
nearby, and the every word ringing true.
to Turn the Windy
Governor Mills' Address.
congratulated on 'their escape from platform where the oath of office was
City Dry.
African fever that has followed in the to be administered was also brilliant
With the dignity of a man who for
Dr. Roderic with the colors of red, white and many years had worn the
wake of the expedition.
ermine, and
Presich, a French medical mission blue. Several fin? large Indian blank- with the confidence of a well tried or
CONTEST GROWS HOTTER DAILY ary who took luncheon with Mr. ets were hung 1: front and on the
ator, Governor Mills arose to deliver
Roosevelt yesterday, died suddenly of sides of the gra. x stand and the gor- his
speech and as he glanced at the
the fever today at a camp adjoining geous colors blended well with the audience
before and on either side of
V?
Pilots
Devote a Day
that of the Americans. The English surroundings.
Sky
the
school children on the
him,
Housework to Relieve Their sportsmen were critically ill following
Great Crowd.
the yell of old Eli,
gave
grounds
Rooseto
Kampalia, where the
a'trip
and which, sent the look of youth to Govtourists
of
Santa
Fe,
Better Halves.
Residents,
velt expedition stopped. The district
who came here for the inau- ernor Mills' face, for he recalled how
commissioner of Gondokoro also has visitors
had already flocked to the many years ago he too had given that
guration
1. Several been stricken with fever.
When Col
Chicago, 111., March
some going on foot, yell, cheering Yale's athletes to vicgrounds,
capitol
onel
his
and
sailed
Roosevelt
party
ecore of Chicago clergymen of many
in
and a few scores in tory.
many
carriages
demoninations today swept the floors, for Khartoum yesterday they appar- automobiles. WTien
Governor Mills has not the voice of
Judge Mills, digwere
health.
in
good
dusted and made beds, coeked and ently
nified and handsome, arose to bow to a Bryan, but he could be heard quite
washed dishes, in order that their
Secretary Jaffa, who made a few in- a distance and the sonros nf nfflclnls
wives might devote time to the fight GARVEN IS CROWDING
troductory remarks, the crowd cheer and ladies on the steps of the capitol
BEEF TRUST BARONS, ed loud and
against the saloons. The women met
long. Then the cere- caught every word he uttered as a
at noon at Willard Hall and formed
which was to make the chief gentle breeze fanned his auditors.
mony
an organization that until election day He Asks New Jersey Supreme Court
justice executive of the territory was The speech was frequently Interruptwill be active In the campaign for
to compel Production of Minutes
begun. It only took a few minutes, ed by applause, especially when the
local option. The agreement of the
of Directors' Meetings.
and there was intense silence while it governor declared he would uphold the
clergymen to do house work for one
lasted. Standing to the left of the law as he found it on the statute
dowives
of
their
day and relieve
N. X, March 11. The most platform was Chief Justice Pope and books.
Trenton,
mestic cares came as the result of an interesting development in the trust
His appeal for a definite system in
facing him and holding up his right
appeal by Lucy Page Gaston of the prosecution today was the action of hand Judge Mills took the oath of of- I
and improving the roads
constructing
e
League and 'Mrs. Emily Prosecutor Garven of Jersey City In fice.
of
the
also was well receiv--i
territory
W.
Cook
county
Hill, president of the
asking the New Jersey supreme court
Then as Judge Mills shook hands ed.
C. T. U. The fight to make Chicago to compel the big beef companies to
with the chief justice the crowd cheerAt the conclusion of the address
"dry," goes hotter every day, and both produce their minutes of directors' ed again.
was waving of handkerchiefs,
there
sides are putting forth every effort to meetings within the jurisdiction of
- Governor
Address.
Curry's
win the battle at this spring election. New Jersey.
Governor Curry then delivered a
(Continued on Page Four.)
tax-repo-
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LOOKS UGLY

Death List in Idaho Mining Philadelphia and South
Has Reached
Jlehem, Pa., Storm Centers
of Labor Trouble
Thirty One.

Beth-Camp-

I

BUILDINGS TORNTO SPLINTERS

STEEL

Y

WORKS

TIED

UP

It Will Take Summer's Sun to Sympathetic Walk Out of 90,
Reveal Every Victim of
000 Union Men in the Quaker
Disaster.
City This Week.
desSpokane, March 1. Working
Philadelphia, March 1. It was deperately and almost exhausted, hun- termined to demonstrate ability to opdreds of miners are today trying to
dig from the packed ice, snow and erate its cars without assistance of
the dead and injured striking motormen and conductors by
wreckage
thought to be buried in six northern the Rapid Transit Company today
Idaho avalanches which have caused which again increased the number of
death and destruction the last two cars in
operation. The company deThe death list reached thirty-onclays.
no settlement involving
clared
that
today and it. is believed that more
dead will be found in splintered cab- recognition of the Carmen's Union
ins which once formed the homes of will be considered, and it reiterates
miners and their families. At Mace, that arbitration is not needed to setwhere the first avalanche struck, ten
are known to be dead and eight badly tle the strike. Both labor leaders and
So far, thirty men, women the city administration are preparing
injured.
and children have been rescued from for the expected demonstration when
the Mace slide, but not until the sun in a sympathetic strike 90,000 union
strikes the mountains of snow and men of
Philadelphia will walk out.
wears them away will the list of One
hundred and fifty to two hunknown dead be complete.
At Burke, dred men will be added to the mountAve are known to be dead and two
ed force today and Director of Public
But this is believed Safety Clay said
badly injured.
today that he would
to be far from complete. At Carbon- - nave
lists . prepared
of. all citizens
.
n thivH slide nmnrrul
ate Hill,, whert
..
:
v.v.Uwv.u, wuo are 0I age ancl nt lor servlce ,)ro.
two are dead and half a dozen in- tecting life, and property.
jured. It is not known how manyi Benjamin Gibson, a
negro, died last
T
the
a"
juries ring
niht
avalanche is not so
as oth-- '
ke.
ers, but its force was terrific the
yus bnngs the total
side being fairly swept
were reported
clean before it. The fourth slide at:the
mo"n6-playedums
the North Franklin mine, near Burke,
a peculiar freak, when it de- Cry for Arbitration,
scended upon a bunic house of min-- i
Pa., March 1. There
Philadelphia,
ers. Two men were sleeping in one ' s a general appeal for arbitration
of the bunk house,
and the da'- T1)e big department stores which
front part of the log structure. The nave suffered from the strike along
avalanche tore the building to splint-- j with thousands of other business
ers except the room in which the men houses, have demanded that the
e
sleeping and rushing down the sit company shall not involve the city
mountain piled, it up in a gulch not a in a great general labor struggle. The
nunared yards from a group of cab- newspapers demand settlement, and
ins containing many miners and the citizens
generally are calling for
families.
an end to the trouble at once. The
Train Stalled Since Last Week.
conference was held at the ofilces of
Seattle, Wash., March 1. Warmer the company this morning and imweather today over the Pacific north- portant developments are looked for
west has renewed the fears of floods, during the day ,
because of the unusually heavy snow
Bethlehem Steel Works Tied Up.
in the mountains. The railroads are
South Bethlehem, Pa., March 1.
still snow blocked. The Great North-er- a The
striking employes of the Bethleexpress train has been stalled at hem Steel
Company again succeeded
the summit of the Cascade mountains almost
in tying up the
completely
since Thursday.
great plant, only a few hundred men
reporting for work. The town is still
under police protection.
e
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FROM PACIFIC

MADE

Torrents of Water Pouring
Down From Snow Clad
Hills Flood Plains.

HIS PILE
AND WILL QUIT.

TDHUim

Jim Patton, Chicago Wheat Operator,
Who Comes to New Mexico to
Fish, About to Retire.

j

Chicago, March 1. Jim Patton. the
millionaire board of trade operator,
who a year ago engineered a success
ful corner in wheat, will retire
business on July first. "I've made my
pile, and I'm going to quit," was Mr.
Patton's way of putting it He made

fri

this statement yesterday just before
Mohawk, Upper Hudson, Ohio sailing for Europe.
and Tributary Valleys

Deluged.
Cleveland, March 1. High water in
several river valleys throughout Ohio
yesterday cost two lives, did much
property
damage, flooded several
towns and impeded traffic. Today the

1

BOOST
FOR DENTISTS

waters are receding.

Rain Still Falling.
Bad Teeth Fruitful Sourec
New York, March 1. Floods conof Backwardness Among
tinue in the valley of the Mohawk and
School Children.
upper Hudson today with rain still
falling. The Hudson at Albany is only
five feet below the record rise. Nearly
every street in Herkimer is flooded MEDICAL EXAMINATION NEEDEO
and transportation is possible only in
boats.

The need of a great tourist hotel
was emphasized today when nearly
every available space was taken by
the visitors who had come to the in"I have two cots in my
auguration.
room," one business man said, and if
they iput any more in there I am going
to ask the officials to press the armory
into service. Many people slept on
the floor that is, tried to sleep on the
.

floor.

Many of the boarding houses, did a
big business "feeding the multitude."
One woman had forty extra diners at
noon. And they all ate with splendid
appetites for 'Santa Fe air gave edge
to their appetites, "I didn't make much
money on that meal," she said.

Anti-Cigarett-

A

s

)

CHICAGO'S

nt

1

E

The city was decorated in proper
style and many a private residence
as well as business houses displayed
scores of national flags which greeted
the eye of Governor Mills and caused
him to smile In appreciation.

Timely Address at Meeting o
Superintendents in Windy
City.
Chicago, March 1. "Children with
bad teeth require half a year longer

to complete eight grades in the primary and secondary schools than do
children with sound teeth," said Leon
ard P. Ayres, of New York, secretary of the Russell Sage foundation,
speaking before the convention of the
department of superintendents of the
National Educational Association today. Children should be taught to
keep their teeth thoroughly clean, said
Mr. Ayres, who reported some results
of the investigation into cases of
and remedies for retardation in child
education. Physical defects provided
an important cause, he said, and he
for the improveurged
ment of the physique of children. Superintendent of Public Instruction J.
E. Clark of Santa Fe, N. M., is In attendance at the meeting.
.

'
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Jersey Cream
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Furnished by Spitz The splendid
ring presented Governor
Curry by his department heads, as
well as the beautiful solid silver set
presented to Chief Justice Mills by
the associate justices of the supreme
bench, and the silver loving cup presented Governor Curry by the judges
of the supreme court, were furnished
by Jeweler S. Spitz.
diamond

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Established 1856.

i

i

No. 40

Telephone

jEAP

Mrs. Shepherd Was in Bad Shape
When She Could Not Stand on
Her Feet
Durham, N. C "I am a farmer's
wife," writes Mrs. J. M. Shepherd, of
this city, "and have a heap to do."
"Four months ago I could not stand
on my feet, to do anything much, but at
this time I do the most of my work, i
took Cardui and it did me more good
than an the doctors.
"You don't know half how I thank you
for the Cardui Home Treatment. I wish
that all women who suffer from womanly
trouble would treatthemselves as have."
Ladies can easily treatthemselves at
home, with Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is easy to take, and so gentle in its
action, that it cannot do anything out
good.
Being composed exclusively of vege- table ingredients, Cardui cannot lay up
trouble in your system, as mineral drugs
do. Its ingredients having no
often
harsh, medicinal effects, and being
and perfectly harmless, Cardui
is absolutely safe for young and old.
Ask your druggist. He will tell you to
..:
t vadium.
'

Reached 54 Degrees Yesterday
The mercury climbed to 54 degrees
yesterday at 4:10 p. m., and the mini
mum was 24 degrees at 3:30 a. m. The
average relative humidity for the day
was ii per ceiu. ine lowest temper
ature for last night was 32 degrees
but at G o'clock this morning it rose
to 3" degrees. A year ago today the
maximum was 53 degrees and the
minimum 26 with 97 per cent of sunshine. It was a warm pleasant day.
Decorations for Observers Linney
and Sloan The latest rumor is that
Governor Mills is to give a decoration iry
to AVeather Observer
Linney and
N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. ChattaSloan for their correct answer to the nooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga.
Tenn., for Special
book. "Home Treatment
Instructions,
we
have fine weather lor Women, and
question "Will
sent in plain wrapper, on request.
inauguration day?" The observers de-

SE

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.- MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

S. Spitz

TAXIDEKMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

order
Every Description of work in our line done to
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
436 Canon RopJ
19

FRANK

Phone Black

General
Merchandise

GOR WILEY

F- -

SANTA FE. N. M.

Undertaker and Emtalmer

TWRP AT C
rUllDlXALJ

ntdSe

PICTURE

FRAMING

RED

Suits, Skirts, Jackets,

Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

'

Every garment made to
Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

TASTEFULLY

phone
AND

RED

130
DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Gill

lea
Also Good for Chickens
Alfalfa

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

Retail Dealers in

mm

leo

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

ii

MKIHIBg3

DIAMONDS

YONTZ

b

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices

Right Goods
Right Service
H

'

PHONE 36

MEXICAN FILIGREE

f ii Class.
Si.
Franoisco
345 San

f

For
GhaoDed

Hands

JEWELRY

FOR HALF At CENTURY
THE LEADING
HOUSE

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

cir-cio;-

I

.f

.

FANS!

FANS!

III

FANS!'

We don't sell fans, but fans and players buy their baseball supplies from
the store that sells the properly authorized goods-W- e
have used skill In picking out our entire line of-S

PORTING POODS

When you want the proper things come to us.

IfitisHardwar6 W?A?owBc2S We have it.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Eyes Tested and
Ftfted by
Methods

China anri Siluoruuara
SANTA FE, N. M

n

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

above-mentione-

TRY OUR

"Wholesale and

ery child in the country should be
allowed to contribute one penny in
memory of a race that is fast becom-- j
in? extinct.
The bill is backed by the entire
both in the;
New York delegation
House and in the Senate, and is receiving the support or the president,
he vice president, and many promi;.
nent men in political and financial
is
valuable
aid
being given
Very
to secure the passage of the bill by
Sf nators Owen of Oklahoma, and CurtiPROPOSED MONUMENT
TO THE RED SKINS s-- nf Kansas and liv T?enresentntive
Carter of Oklahoma, all of whom trace
Washington, D. C, Alarch 1 A
tneir
back to the noble Red
in
bill introduced
both Houses of Men ofancestry
the
forest.
Congress providing for a colossal
statue of the North American Indian
to be placed in New York harbor will
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure;
be reported in the House tomorrow. any case of Kidney or Bladder trouble
This measure was introduced by Rep- that is not beyond the reach of mediresentative Joseph A. Goulden and cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
& Co.
Senator Chauncey M. Depew. of New by Stripling-Burrow- s
York, and provides that there shall be
erected without expense to the United
Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
States government, by Rodman Wana-makerof New York City, and others,
(Serial 012529.)
on a United States reservation in the
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
harbor of New York, a memorial to Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
the memory of the North American
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
Indian. It is further provided that a
Notice is hereby given that the folcommission consisting of the chairman of the committee on library, of lowing claimant has filed notice of
the Senate, of the House, and his intention to make final proof in
the secretaries of state, war, navy, support of his claim under sections!
and interior, the attorney general and a6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
Robert C. Ogden of New York, shall (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
be created with full authority to se act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
lect the site in the harbor of New 470), and that said proof will be made
York and a suitable design, and to before register or receiver at Santa
contract for and superintend the con- Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office) on
struction of the memorial.
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose K. Roybal,
This bill is the result of a sugges- heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
tion made by Rodman Wanamaker, at M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
a celebrated dinner given last May at NE
Sherry's, New York, in honor of 15.172 acres.
He names the following witnesses
Colonel Cody, the famous Indian
ad
scout. The idea of erecting a statue to prove his actual continuous
of an Indian, with arms outstretched verse possession of said tract for
in welcome at the gateway of the new twenty years next preceding the surworld met with such instant enthus- vey of the township, viz.
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.;
iasm that there is little doubt, but
Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia, Cal- i that the measure will meet with unan
letano Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
imous support.
While the ways and means of pro
Any person who desires to protest
viding money to finance the enter- against the allowance of said proof,
prise have not yet been decided upon, or who knows of any substantial rea
it is expected that the statue will be son under the laws and regulations
a nitional monument to perpetuate of the Interior Department why such
the memory of the first American, proof should not be allowed will be
d
and an opportunity will be given to given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross-e- x
every one who desires to contribute;
if. is estimated that one
penny from amine the witnesses of said claimant,
every man, woman, and child in the and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
United States will furnish ample that submitted by claimant.
means for its erection.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Already various tribes of the order
Register.
of Red Men throughout the United
States have taken steps to contribute
$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
their share to the general fund. It is
plar ned that each of the five hundred pleased to learn that there is at least
thousand members of the order of one dreaded disease that science has
Red Men represented in the four thou been able to cure in all its stages,
sand tribes in the United States shall and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
contribute two cents each, which Cure is the only positive cure now
would amount to $10,000. A pile of known to the medical fraternity. Cacopper cents amounting to $10,000 is tarrh being a constitutional disease,
far more imposing than a single requires a constitutional treatment.
check for that amount donated by Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internsome one individual to whom it would ally, acting directly upon the blood
mean so little.
and mucous surfaces of the system,
The idea of this statue originated thereby destroying the foundation of
with Rodman Wanamaker, of Phila the disease, and giving the patient
delphia, during an expedition made strength by building up the constituby him in 1908, for the purpose of tion and assisting nature in doing its
studying the Indian on his own work. The proprietors have so much
ground. His first impulse was to pre faith in its curative powers that they
sent the statue to the country, but offer One Hundred Dollars for any
the consensus of opinion is that it case that it fails to cure. Send for
should be a national gift, and that ev list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address
Toledo, O.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
PAZOOINTMNNT IB guaranteed to cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for
auy case of Itching. Blind KtaediJiff or Pro
truding files in 6 to 14 days or money re
rnnueu. oe.
1--

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

Garments 8S

1--

J. D. MULLIGAN
T7T

COMPANY

clared yesterday morning that there

would be little variation in the temperature and they gave an urgent
order for 100 per cent of sunshine,
and last week predicted fair weather.
The glorious weather today showed
that the weather men now are in high
favor with the elements and the hun
dreds of tourists and visitors in the
city today would doubtless be willing
to sign a petition to have both Mr.
Linney and Mr. Sloan decorated.

'.91

Jewelry, Silverware,

GiN BROS.

a2 Ladies

1

CALL AID SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

1, 1910.

Incorporated 1903.

TO DO

1

Grocery Co.

inter

stationary temperature.

MARCH

FARMER'S WIFE
HAD

March 1.
Colo.,
Denver,
The forecast is fair weather
V tonight and Wednesday with

TUESDAY,

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

I

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. T. & S. F. Depot.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Near

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
for a
for
sale nonucD noun nnMDmiv ask
ONLY AT iijuiilii luiuu uuminui
SAMPLE
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

,

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

ftflft ftrt to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
4 0(U,VUU.UU
:
:
at low rate ol Interest

PHONF 213

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zook's
Pharmacy!
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST SIDJP PLAZA

MARCH

TUESDAY,

DANGER IN DELAY- Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.

LAST

is

Important Opinions Handed Down
of Late Attorney General John
to the Bar
to
Taken Wednesday
Chief Justice William J. Mills presided for the last time over the open
session of the territolial supreme
court of the territory yesterday afternoon, twelve years and two days after
he was first appointed. The court met

in adjourned session and considerable
business was transacted, including the
handing down of a number of important opinions. Adjournment was taken
until Wednesday forenoon, when
Chief Justice W. H. Pope will preside.
Chief Justice William J. Mills and
Associate Justices John R. McFie,
Frank W. Parker, W. H. Pope and Ira
A. Abbott were on the bench, Associate Justice A. W. Cooley being absent on account of illness and Associate Justice Merrit C. Mechem also
absent. Supreme
being unavoidably
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena, U. S. District Attorney David J. Leahy of Las
r
Vegas, and U. S. Marshal C. M.

mid-summ-

toy

Co.

Stripling-Burrow- s

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a. large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

this honorable court that the clerk
of this court be directed to refund to
Mr. Frank B. Grant, the sum of ten
dollars paid as admission fee required
by law for admission to the har of this
court and that his application be
stricken from the files.
The court so ordered.

Memorial, on Death of Hon. J. P.
Victory.
Colonel George W. Prichard then
presented the following memorial and
eulogy on behalf of the committee ap-- !
pointed 'by he court, upon the death
of former Attorney General John P.
Victory, the committee consisting of
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy,
NOTICE OF SALE.
former Attorney General George W.
on
22nd
the
Notice is hereby given that
( lollector FranK
Prichard and General Charles F.
1908.
of
October
Deputy
day
R. Orandall, seized at Pearce, Arizona, 4fi Vi
Easley:
of
bottles
six
and
whiskey,
quarts
pints
"Your committee heretofore apThe above dscribed property having
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act
pointed to prepare an expression of
March 3, 1897.
on behalf of the court and the
Any person claiming the above described property is required to make such claiiu, ieeling
In compliance with law, to the undersigned har upon the death of John P. Vicwithin thirty clays from the first publication tory, a member of the bar and a forof this notice- H, P.BARDSHAR
mer attorney general of New Mexico,
Collector.
submit this as a report:
"John P. Victory was born on the
HACK
10th day of September, 1837, at Brook
lyn, in the state of New York, and
From
died at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 2nd
day of August, 1909, so that he was
BARRANCA TO TAOS
very nearly 72 years of age at the
Meets Both Nortii South time
of his death. He was of Irish
parentage on both sides, his father,
Bounds Trains.
James
having come from IreLeaves Barranca on the arrival ot land to Victory,
the United States in 1826, later
the north bound train and arrives at
marrying Catherine Brennan, also a
Taos at 7 p. m.
native of Ireland. James Victory
Ten miles shorter than any other lived until
1870, dying at about the
way. Good covered hack and good same
as that of his son at the
age
teams.
j time of his death at Santa Fe.
"John P. Victory was admitted to
to
dene
Fas
2aJre
TilingGozxxfortatela.
eexig-ethe bar at Poughkeepsie, and soon after he was appointed city attorney of
Trip
Brooklyn in which capacity he served for several years? thereafter continuing in practice in New York until
1883, with the exception of the time
spent in the military service of his
country during the Civil war. He was
first married in 18G4 to Kate Marshall,
who died in 187G, some years before
he left the east for New Mexico, com-

Would Have Cost Him His Life.
Oscar
Lebanon,
Ky.,
Bowman,
writes: I have used Foley's Kidney
Remedy and take great pleasure in
stating it cured me permanently of
kidney disease which certainly would
:have cost me my life."

LINE

MOODY'S

-

r

FARE

$5.00

ing directly to Santa Fe where he resided until the time of his death, twenty-six
years later. In 1890, at Santa
Fe, he married Miss Mary Maltby, a
Wilsister of the wife of
liam T. Thornton, and left one son of

headache

A HORSE KNOWS

where he. is well treated. At our
livery stable the horses we rent LOOK
like horses that are perfectly kept,
Our turnouts are the finest in this
part of the country, and we rent them
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
at reasonable rates to responsible
parties. Your own horses boarded.

WILLIAMS

&

RISING

Light and Heavy Livery.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.

III

c,.

Adopted--Adm-

'

j

j

1--

1-- 4

In a prosecution under T.T. S. Rev.
St. Sec. 5467 an indictment is1 fatally
defective which fails to show that the
li tter embezzled came into the pos
session of the defendant officially,
that is to say, as an employe of the
Shaw vs. United
post al service.
States, lf,3 Fed. 174, followed.
5.

Memorial Upon Death
P. Victory
Adjournment
Morning

ission

1--

1--

1--

jury.

EM E COURT

Notice fop Publication.
(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
For-akeDepartment of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
atin
also
were
of
Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
tendance.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Report of Bar Examiners.
.Sandoval, of Cow Springs, (P. O.
The board of bar examiners made
Lamy), N. M., who, on March' 29,
1904, made homestead entry (Serial the following report through its chairN
SE
03731) No. 7871, for SE
man, Attorney W. J. Lucas of Las VeSec. 1, T. gas:
2
NE 4 SW
SE
13 N., R. 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, To
the Honorable Chief Justice and
has filed notice of intention to make
Associate
Justices of the 'Supreme
final five year proof, to establish
Court
of
the
Territory of New Mexclaim to the land above described, beico:
fore the register and receiver, U. S.
The board of bar examiners, having
land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
this date for the purpose of takmet
191u.
of
14th day
April,
ing up the matter of certain charges
Claimant names" as witnesses:
Gar- - filed against various members and apEulogio Sandoval, Victoriano
Filiberto plicants for admission to the 'bar of
cia, Francisco Sandoval,
this territory and the board having
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
had the same under consideration,
Register. have taken the action as to the same
as each case required under the stat- for
it
ute.
now
the
Grip
against
Fortify
comes every season sure! Preventics
Your board further recommends to
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets this honorable court that the temporoffer in this respect a most certain ary license of Joseph Gill be renewed
and dependable safeguard. Preventics, and extended until the
at the "sneeze stage" will, as well, session of this court, Mr. Gill having
also surely head off all common colds. given satisfactory explanation to the
Keep hoard for his failure to appear at the
But promptness is
Preventics in the pocket or purse, for January session last
instant use. Box of 48 for 25c. Sold
The board further recommends to
1--

retaking of any testimony but the
and the reswearing of the

J. ILLS

WILLIAM

F

Kidney

The great danger of kney troubles
that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
Backache,
is gradually undermined.
nervousness, lameness,
headache,
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in banta
Fe.
Albino Ortega, College Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefit I have received
from Doan's Kidney Pills. For several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement
nsreravntprl mv trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney secretions and the passages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills with
benefit, induced me to try them. I
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel decidedly better in every respect I
have great faith in the curative powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
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"My father has been a sufferer from sick
neaaacneiortne last twenty-hy- e
years ana
Calcarete.
SStag ?SSr
Since heXs
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured
tum. Lascarets do what you recommend

them to do. I will give you the privilege
i using ms name." s. m. DicKBon,
hot Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, Ind.

i'
!j

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken JWeaken or Gripe,
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
82S
cure or your money back.

that marriase, who is still living in
Santa Fe with his mother.
"Mr. Victory was a devout Catholic
and an active member of the Grand
Army of the Republic. He was engag- ed in the practice of his profession
in New Mexico from a time shortly
after his coming to Santa Fe in 1883,
and there are many of us who knew
him well during the greater part, or
all, of the time of his residence here.
He served with credit and distinction
as mayor of Santa Fe and as attorney

j

general of New Mexico. He was a
lawyer of ability, active and prominent as a citizen of Santa Fe and in
the political affairs of the party with
which he was affiliated, a good and
kind husband and father, honorably
discharging his duties in all the relations of life. While he was not destitute of physical or moral strength
or courage, both of which he possessed in an unusual degree, yet that
which endeared him most to his family and friends was his gentle and
loving temper and character. He ap
peared always to be inspired by feelings of unselfish kindness towards all
with whom he came in contact, and
there can be but few who knew him
and survive him who can think of him
with any other sentiment than one of
most affectionate remembrance.
"The existence of such men among
us and their influence upon human
society are of an elevating and civil
izing character, and it is to be regretted that men of such traits are not
more common. We deplore his loss
as a man, a citizen, a brother lawyer
and a friend.
"We extend our sincere and heartfelt sympathy in their sorrow, to his
widow and son who are still with us,
and assure them that those of the
bench and bar of New Mexico who
knew him, will always cherish his
memory as that of one who was both
esteemed and loved."
The memorial was order spread on
the record.
Five applicants for admission to the
bar took the oth of office. The court
heard and disposed of a number of motions and handed down opinions in the
following cases:
Friday Case Affirmed, No. 1202, Harry iSlocum Friday, appellee, vs. The Santa Fe Central Railway Company, appellant; George W.
Prichard appearing for the appellee,
and C. F. Easley, N. B. Laughlin and
E. W. Dobson for the appellant, appeal
from Santa Fe county. The opinion
was hy Assoicate Justice William H.
Pope and affirmed the judgment of
the lower court in which Friday was
given damages for personal injuries
received while brakeman on a Santa
Fe Central train. The syllabus says:

j

j

The record in this case,
when aided by our statute as
to amendments of the record in formal
matters even after appeal) sufficiently
shows the injuries alleged to have occurred in the First Judicial district.
2. Judicial notice is taken of the
counties composing a judicial district
and of the county in which known rail- road stations or rooints on a railroad
line at known distances from such
stations are located.
3. The federal employers' liability
act of June 11, 1906, is valid as to the
Territory of New Mexico (following
El Paso & N. E. Railway Company v.
Gutierrez, U. S., decided November 15,
1.

ly

1909.) '

4.
This court will not review instructions not excepted to in the trial

court.

Assignments of error on the admissibility of testimony must, to be
cognizable by this court, point out
specifically the testimony deemed objectionable.
6. Under the rule of
practice just
stated an assignment alleging error in
the reception of the testimony, upon a
given point, of some seven witnesses,
whose testimony upon that point went
in under different circumstances and
against varying objections, is too general to be entertained and is contrary
to Rule 14 of this court requiring each
error to he stated in a separate para5.

graph.
U. S. vs. Aurandt.
The case of the United States of
vs. Jacob M.
America, appellee,
Aurandt, appellant, from the First Judicial district, was reversed and remanded. David J. Leahy, U. iS. dis-

trict attorney, appeared for the U. S.
government, and A. B. Renehan for
the appellant. The opinion is toy Judge
Pope and the syllabus is as follows:
1. Arraignment and a plea are ele- ments necessary to a valid trial of one
charged with crime.
Such arraignment and plea must
precede the empaneling and swearing
of the jury as until plea there is no is- eue for the jury to try.
3. If after the trial is commenced,
it be discovered that there has been
no arraignment or plea, It is ijhe duty
of the trial court to ibegin the trial
2-

anew.
4.

This last includes not only the

While it is permissible under

I

New Mexico Military Institute
it

.!..

j

cer-

tain circumstances to allege elements
of description as unknown to the
srand jury, recourse to this method of
pleading is justifiable only on grounds
of a reasonable necessity,
7.
The allegation in the present
case that the embezzled letter con-- j
tainert "an article of value" a more
definite description of which "being
to grand jurors unknown" considered
i'i the lisiht of the record; and doubt-- :
ed, but not decided, whether the allegation was sufficient under the rule
last mentioned.
S.
The defendant is placed in
jeopardy when after issue joined upon
a valid indictment before a competent
court the jury is empaneled and
sworn to try his cause.
9." In so far as a different rule is
countenanced by the statute of this
territory (C. L., Sec. 2423) providing
that "a nolle prosequi cannot be entered after any testimony has been
introduced for the defendant," such
statute is unconstitutional and void.
10. Relatively to a given charge
there is, however, no former jeopardy
where the testimony necessary to sustain the latter charge would not he
admissible to sustain the former.
11.
The present record examined
in the light of the rule last stated and
held that the defendant's plea of
autrefois acquit was not well taken.
Aurandt was postmaster at Santa
Cruz, Santa Fe county, and had been
convicted of embezzling a letter and

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of th Southwett."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beauUful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Htie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

Th

If

ft
-

edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS. E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Bamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

tt

r,,
King m

Flday

.'For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

.i

mrt t flTTI 'nm'ruiWM

1

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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OJO CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
been throughly tested by the
miles west has
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters Is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
its contents.
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
Weaver vs. Weaver.
cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
The case of S. J. Weaver, appellant, from consumption,
are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
diseases,
vs. A. M. Weaver, appellee,
appeal contagious
1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
contain
These
w?1ers
from the Fourth Judicial district, moto the gallon, being address:
tion to dismiss to the hearing on the of alkaline salts
merits postponed. Stephen B. Davis,
Jr., attorney for appellee, Messrs.
Jones & Rodgers, attorneys for appelOjo Caliente, Taos. County N M
lant. The opinion is by Judge Pope
and the syllabus is as follows:
When the question of the court's
jurisdiction to entertain an appeal
necessarily involves the consideration
of the validity of the proceedings com
plaint of the disposition of a motion to
dismiss the appeal will be postponed
to the hearing on the merits.
Duncan vs. Holder, et al.
The case of Frank M. Duncan, appellee, vs. S. W. Holder, J. A. Ed.TO.
wards, M. W. Evans and J. K. Heart,
appellants, appeal from the district
court of Chaves county, Eden & Bowers, Roswell, attorneys for appellee;
Richardson, McClure & Heflin, attor
neys for appellants. The judgment of Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
the court below is affirmed. The opinDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
ion is by Judge M. C. Mechem and the
statement of facts is as follows:
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
The appellee (plaintiff below) al
leged in his amended complaint that Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
for some time prior to July 20, 1907,
and all Foreign Countries.
he was the owner of certain land in
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Chaves county, and had placed same
in the hands of the appellants, as his
agents, for sale; that on July 20, 1907,
the appellants informed him that they
had a purchaser for said land, one M.
C. Swinney, for the sum of $5,400,
when in truth and in fact said purchaser had agreed to pay and did
thereafter pay the appellants the sum
of $6,840 for said land; that the said
appellants falsely and fraudulently,
concealing the fact from him, that
Rigs, Reliable
they had found a purchaser at $6,840,
the appellee relying on their said repBuggies,
resentation that $5,400 was the best
price they could get for him, accepted
said sum and Paid them a commission
of $270 thereon; that the appellants
converted the difference in price to
When in Need of Anything in
their own use, and for that difference
together with the commission paid
Livery Line.
them appellee demanded judgment
against said appellants.
RATES RIGHT.
The appellants answered, denying
that they had ever been plaintiff's
agents for the sale of said land, and
that they had ever sold it for $6,840,
Don Caspar Avenue
or any other sum, or that they had
ever received or converted to their
own use any sum of money belonging
to the appellee, and further answering, by way of new matter, they al
lege that they bought the said prop
erty of the appellee for themselves
and on their own behalf for the sum
LACES k EMBROIDERIES
of $5,130 and exhibited a contract dat
SALE
ed July 27, 1907, executed by the ap
pellee, by which he agreed to transfer
have just received our new Stock of this
said real estate to appellants, or whoever they might name, for the sum
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidof $5,130 upon payment to him of
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
eries
$3,000 cash and the balance by note
during this month only. All new patterns and
executed by appellants and secured
by a mortgage back.
designs.
To this answer the appellee filed
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
and amended reply denying the allegations of new matter, but admitting
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY
CO
the execution of the contract therein
set forth but alleged that he had exe

Bar-anc- o

I

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine

Horses, Single
Saddle
Horses
Surries,

Call up

!

'Phone 9

the

Drivers Furnished

CHAS. CLOSSON

SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL

Ae

GOODS

(Continued on Page Six.)

Stopped
Cough
Finest, pnrwt, most pleasant to

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

unet and gives Instant relict to

coughs or hay fever and catarrh.

Get

Free SampleWo

at yonr dnifwrlBtB, or 23cflnrt

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company

sanitary Koudon tithes. Always

Denver Colorado.

keep handy. Or wrlto

Kondon Mfg. Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.
1!'

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
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and is a mature musician. It gave an
The New Mexrcaj.
HON. WM. J. MILLS BECAME
this pany has on hand a
GOVERNOR AT NOON TODAY. enjoyable concert in the plaza

There will be a decided and wel
come reduction in the territorial tax
rate this year, according to the figures
of Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- ford and Auditor William G. Sargent.
The financial management under Governor Curry's administration has been
very satisfactory and will continue to
be so under Governor Mills, who, if
anything, will be disposed to be more
economical. The territorial and county treasuries are filled to overflowing
and therefore the county tax rates
should be reduced at the same time
that the territorial rate is, so that
the taxpayer can feel that even though
he is assessed only ten cents on the
dollar, yet his tax rate is no higher
than is the tax rate in commonwealths
where the assessment rate is from
CO to SO cents on the dollar. Nor must
it be forgotten that these light taxes
are the result of Republican manage
ment for more than a decade. A ma
terial reduction in territorial and
county taxes at this time, will give
the Republican party a splendid campaign argument in persuading me

Printing Comlarge supply ot
afternoon.
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
The band was brought here for the work, the desk, and also for lawyers
inauguration by the Republican Club and merchants; good everywhere. We
of Albuquerque and was under the per will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
sonal direction of Porter Jones the
TO AND PROM ROSWELt..
reading clerk of the legislative counConnection made wltn Automobile
cil.
The band numbers 30 members and line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
is officially known as Iearnard and Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Lindemann's Boys' Band.
at
12, noon. Automobile leaves RosCitizens of Duke City.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arThe residents of the Duke City turn- rives at Torrance at 10
p. m. The
ed out 150 strong and they too were fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
cheered as they were seen in the par- is $5.80 and between Torrance and
ade. The Albuquerquians marched as Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autothough they enjoyed it and after them mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
came the pupils of St. Michael's College. All of them wore the college
colors and showed that the college
has a fine looking lot of pupils, manly
LAUNDRY
and neat.
Then, bringing up the rear came territorial officials and citizens of Santa

from Page One.)

(Continued

cheers and prolonged hand clapping.
Military and Civic Parade.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasurerThen followed the military and
civic parade from the capitol through
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
the main streets of the city and back
to the executive mansion. It was a
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
fine parade, which was carried out
carrier
week
2.00
by
aily per
Weekly, per year
without a hitch.
First of all came
Daily, per month, Ly carrier .... .75 Weekly, six months
1.00
.65
and his aides.
mail
the
marshal,
grand
Ay
month,
per
Daily,
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Captain Fred Muller, the noted rough
Daily, per year, by mail
rider, was the granc marshal and
mounted on a New Mexican thoroughOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
bred, he was again the dashing rough
Mexico. It is sent to
rider who had climbed San Juan hill
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New
and growing c'rculatf.) i
in record breaking time. The aides
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
Southwest.
bad
the
apparently selected their horses
of
and
progressive people
among the intelligent
to show the many varieties of "steeds"
raised in the Territory. All of the
animals behaved fairly well with the
exception of that of Forest Supervisor Stewart whose constant attention
v-- was required to keep the horse from Fe.
CAPITAL SHOULD STAY
THE
WHY
i s- INAUGURAL
mii
GOVERNOR
SIDELIGHTS ON INAUGURATION.
HERE.
breaking out of line.
leaves Monday Tuesday
111
ul1" "
l"c
Following the aides, came the regiIt was recalled today that when Basket
Th nuestion of the canital of the VULela lu
Mills in his
state.
mental band and its members certain- Governor Thornton took the oath of Returns Thursday and Friday.
true. state of New Mexico is not a burning
inaugural address today ring
ly deserved the praises sounded after office at the Old Palace, only five or! AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop
im- - one at present.
If possible, it should
They touch upon topics of vital
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- be
some
for
Roosevelt
in
commonthe background
county they
The Democrats of
kept
F O. BROWN Agent.
uoitance to tlie people of the
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the
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militia, whom he succeeded,
companies
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left the next
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fining the position that the
for the
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the
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quesquestion
these
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executive occupies
When Governor Prince
of the capital ocratic Executive Committee of Roose- well and looked well. The admirers Congress.
tions. He makes it clear at the start vote today, the chances
of the men with the uniforms evident was inaugurated, there was a notable
be
much
would
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the
laws
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the
which
indicates
that
enforce
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velt
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That he intends
ly lined the streets judging by the military display as the U. S. Cavalry
But the cassausracuon
viui i;emocrauc
as he finds them. That is the prop- er than ten years hence.
cheer, that were heard as the boys was then stationed in this city. Gov-- I
the
in Curry county has spread over the , olive drab nassed.
er position for an executive, and Gov- raising of the question during
SHOP
ernor Otero had three inaugurations.
ernor Mills, by reason of his legal formative period of the new state boundaries into itooseveit county ana
his
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would
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it
public
be
would
detrimental,
take the shape of organized retraining and judicial experience, will
a disquieting influence, may
For 19 years the only
But the really dazzling sight came ception given, was held in the Capiover the territory. In the aball
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not hesitate in deciding what the law a corrupting,
ento
the
harm
do
untold
with the governor's staff of tol. The Hagerman and Curry inauwould
next
tbat
class tonsorial parlor
first
is not what it ought to be or what
sence of anything better to do and
The following
colonels headed by Adjutant General gurations are still well remembered,
be would desire it to be, but as it is tire commonwealth.
of constructive statesmanlack
the
Fe.
in
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Fe
R. A. Ford, mounted on a fiery black and were notable from a social point
seems
written and as it was intended to be reasons therefore, why Santa
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task
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inof
view.
Governor
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NEW
of New
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The gold braid of these
Curry
enforced by the law makers. "But should continue as the Capital
a favorite pastime among Democrats charger.
tried warriors was resplendent in the augurated the day following his arrivTREATMENT
whatever the laws are or may be, dur Mexico, and presented by
the
gennor L. Bradford Prince recently to and should be encouraged by
sun's rays and "rather
was al here from the Philippines and the
ing my term of office, it will be my
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
eral public as it is harmless and does appropriately applied togorgeous"
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not
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the
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to
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and
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Then
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timely:
important
incumbent upon me as governor, to
Democratic hosts themselves.
while
other
Postmaster General Frank
Governor Mills and
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Cur- Fe,
'I. Sentiment. It is not only much
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but,
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No higher ideal
It is now Chief Justice Pope and
ico, the oldest on the western conti done well by Governor Mills and by of parade.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
clref executive.
In the next carriage were Terri- the judicial ermine never fell across
nent. Even in the old world, it ante- the Capital, in coming here to attend
Governor Mills then proceeds to set
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Christi- the inaugural exercises. It shows torial Secretary Jaffa and Chief Jus- more worthy shoulders.
himself in harmony with President dates Berlin, St. Petersburg,
and following them in a
tice
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of
the
the
that
Pope
people
Brussels.
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the
and
largest
ania,
Hague
Taft. He says in effect, that Tafts
The huge bouquet of
daffodils
whole
of the southwest cen cities of the Territory are much inter- third carriage sat Judge Abbott and
on the tribune in front of GovAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
policies shall be his policies, and ters in history
placed
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in the new administration and Judge
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carriage
It
and
Taft's success shall be his aim,
Phone
ernor
Mills
us, we will be glad to call for your
attracted the attention of
are ready to give it their moral sup- were Colonel E. W. Dobson of Albuon Mondays and Tuesdays
that similarly, he expects the loyal of authority and power, civil, military
laundry
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in
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this connection, querque,
Fleming Jones and
of and ecclesiastical, and by reason of port. Santa Fe,
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support and cordial
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of
the
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Many
Fe trail was the distribut- appreciates the words of the Albu- - Major W. H. H. Llewellyn.
the
Santa
subis guaranteed ; your
their
work
All
officers
and
the territorial
had trouble to recognize Major Lie- - whose warmth gladdened the hearts
for commerce, to Sonora querque Journal when it says:
mended and buttons
are
socks
ordinates. Governor Mills has the ing point
one.
of
every
"Santa Fe is quite an elderly vil-- ! wellyn because of his high hat but
and Chihuahua, as well as New Mexion you shirts, without
sewed
Presias
to
demand
this, just
right
lage. Her years call for bigger fig- - when the noted rough rider was rec- Arizona and Colorado.
extra charge.
dent Taft has the right to expect co- co,
but ognized he was greeted with shouts A graceful bouquet of pink roses PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
"2. Ease of Access. It is the only ures than her 'bust measure,'
Mills.
Governor
from
with long stems stood on the flattop
operation
all that, she bids fair of "Hello, Major!"
The vital but delicate subject of important New Mexico city that has notwithstanding
desk in the executive office today.
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have
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and
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during
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With
Vegans
more
Badges,
than one line of railroad. The
taxation and assessment is then dwelt
were placed on his desk and
of
the
time
and
all
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neignThe 250 Las Vegans who came here They
their perfume filled the room.
upon and Governor Mills does not Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe gives bors down this way are going up to
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tonor
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southcommunication
lt,
with the
' Governor
sidestep any issue. He defines the direct
help her to pull it off "
Mills, made a fine showing because
One of the visitors who attended
principles that ougnt to underlie tax- west and northeast; the Central rail
each wore a badge and there was no
and road with th:- center and southeast;
ation in New Mexico concisely
the
inauguration was Edward B.
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New
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is
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doubt as to what delegation they be-i- n
yet, more cogently, than the New and the Denver and Rio Grande with
Mullen
of New York City. Mr. Mullen
flourishing condition and every at- - longed to. They followed the fourth
Mexican has ever heard them ex- the north and northwest.
has the distinction of being the manshould
make
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to
business
it
carriage and marched well,
He pleads for the
"3. Health.
It has the best cli torney
plained before.
a member. It can be made an j Then came the pupils of the Indian ager of Edward Weston Payson, the
'
The be
square deal for every interest, for mate of any place suggested.
world's greatest cross country walkagency for much good to the com- - school, in costume and after them the
every tax payer. He does not want peculiar conformation of the foothills monwealth and to the.
er and who is expected to arrive at
profession. The Santa Fe fire department with its new
to have one class of property bear affords protection from winds and
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tonight, after a day's walk of
will
when
each
come,
day
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will,
wagon looking spick and span. 55 miles.
a greater burden than some other snow storms. The summers are de"I am sorry Mr. Weston
iouow the example set by Quay and
Albuquerque Band.
class, or one section or individual lightfully cool and the range of tem- Colfax counties
could not get here for the inauguralowill
and
organize
than some other section or individual perature is the least of any recorded cal
Then, their silver instruments daz tion," said Mr. Mullen. Weston's won
bar associations which will afof equal wealth.
the eyes of every one came Al- derful strength is attributed by Mr.
place. The water is shown by analy- filiate or become
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'Where prices arc lowest
part of the territorial
He says: "There is but one safe, sis to be of extreme purity.
band. And didn't that Mullen to his systematic walking and
buquerque's
or
state
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choice
wise
sound and just rule, and that is uniband play! It has been called the not to any other exercise.
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in the territory." He advocates a tax morality, which are only too conspic- the association and under his leader- is the best between Denver and Los the inauguration
were
ceremony
limitation clause in the state constitu- uous and alluring in some of the ship it ought to become an influence Angeles. The band had made a hit struck by the large number of bright (One Resolution to Make
tion to be formed and insists that no towns. There is no floating popula- that will be felt beyond the bounda- before the parade by its serenading red hats worn by girls. .The hats at
more revenue should be demanded tion to combine for demonstrations, ries of the commonwealth.
Governor Mills and Governor Curry a distance reminded ?pne of huge
from the people than is necessary for or in mobs, to influence legislation.
also playing sweet music for the American beauty roses- - and. lent color
and
On Friday, the statehood bill is to
the legitimate purposes of the gov- The same reasons which prevent
What other 1910 Resolu
of the New Mexican. As to the pleasing picture formed by so
employes
ernment, honestly and economically cities like New York, Philadelphia, be reported from the committee on Judge Mills ascended the steps of the many well dressed women.
tion yonmay make
administered." And the people are Baltimore, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chica- territories of the Senate. The report Capitol to take the oath of office the
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dur
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photographers
will be a favorable one and the bill band
with nim on this proposition.
played "The Governor's March." ing the parade and during the speech
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then
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Improvement in the public school cisco, Louisville, Mobile, Savannah, will be in an amended form, conced- and
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Span- making at the capitol building.
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
system and good roads are two poli- Charleston, etc., from being capitals ing much to the territories that they gled Banner." So when the band was eral good pictures were taken of Gov
cies of the Curry administration, that of their respective states, are cogent have asked for. There may still be an seen and heard in the parade, it had ernor Mills as he delivered his in
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Well said Governor Mills, and as for b. time, and a
fade or discolor
very important time come so thick and fast I the past
long as you hew to the lines that you in the formative history of the new few years, that people remember
YOU CAN GET
yourself have set in this splendid in- state." ;
with sufficient vividness
THEM HERE
augural, the people and the press will
to compare them with today's festivi
be with you!
The Roswell Daily Record says that ties. The general opinion is that to
surpassing a steel
in softit will be a mistake fof the Democrats day's inauguration has been the most
?ngraving
Proprietor
ness and tone.
t There should be no 111 feeling gen- to nominate a municipal ticket this brilliant in the history of the Terri301-30- 3
erated over the rivalry for the local spring. Somehow, It is always a mis' tory. . The social round will find its
Santa Pe, N,M.
San Francisco 8t.
EI Pinon Gallery
postmastership. Let it be a square, take for the Democrats to nominate climax at the inaugural ball tonightclean contest, with a sincere promise a ticket in New Mexico, if one con but there will be echoes in local boCarlos Yierra
of support by the community for the siders the amount of good that has ciety circles that will extend far be
come from such course in the past, yond the Easter social season
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Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent
with safety.
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inauguration.
Professor and Mrs. W. A. Sutherland are up from fair Las Cruces in
the Mesilla valley.
District Attorney and Mrs. Charles
and saving W. G. Ward, are among the inauguration spectators.
,
Mrs. Gilbert A. Guerin and sister of
the Meadow City, are visiting relatives in Santa Fe.

"m

TRUST

&

A. G Meloche is a visitor from
Raton.
H. G. Sindas and Xeal Jenson. of
Estancia, are at the Claire.
Attorney William McKean of Taos,
is among the inauguration visitors.
S. A. Delgado, AY. L. Burton and R.
S. Herbert are Las Vegas visitors.
Cashier D. T. Hoskins of Las Vegas,
is one of Santa Fe's guests today,
j
Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas, is;
an onlooker in today's holiday throng.
Attorney and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
are here with the Las Vegas crowds.
District Celrk and Mrs. Secundino
Romero of Las Vegas, are here from
Las Vegas.
Frank Martin of Omaha, Neb., attended the inauguration ceremonies
here today.
L'nited States Attorney David J.
Leahy of Las Vegas, is here for the
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Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest care and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution. '
ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges n
spite of our extra care and extra quality.

free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications. ,
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It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
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When you want a good glove, bat
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONES"
FOR SALE
HERE
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will made old fur.
niture Jock like new.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Alabastine and

U i ; 1 t if.
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ALL KINDS OF FARMING

for the inauguration.
A
Fred K. Ellis, the brilliant leader
of the Lamed and Lindeman band, is
here from Albuquerque.
O. V. Bauer, Thomas Doran and
M. C. Spiess of Clovis, were among
the inaugural throng today.
Juan Ortiz of Galisteo, Santa Fe
county, merchant and stockman, is
here for the inauguration.
Court Stenographer W. E. Gortner,
a close friend of Governor Mills, is
over from the Meadow City.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell came over
I have received a fine
the mountains from Las Vegas to see
line of Silk for Shir
the inauguration exercises.
Waists etc.
H.
are
and
Felix
Lester
Mrs.
Mayor
welcome visitors from Albuquerque
LATEST
who arrived last evening.
In
Tailored and Ready
Frank A. Hubbell of
Wear
to
Hats for Early
Albuquerque, of course, couldn't stay
from
Wear.
the
today.
capital
away
Former Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell
MISS A. MUGLER
of Albuquerque, was one of the pilCorner Plaza.
Southeast
grims to this attractive city.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Leepy are visitors from the Magic City of Clovis,
the metropolis of Curry county.
visitors who attended the inauguraB. S. Phillips and H. H. Brooks of tion ceremonies today.
the Ramon Vigil grant west of Santa
Mrs. Maria Mosimer and grandFe, are visitors in the Capital.
daughter, Miss Ageda Lopez, came
Colonel W. C. Porterfleld of Silver over from Las Vegas to witness the
City, member of the governor's staff, ; inauguration ceremonies.
is here for the inauguration
Attorney Modesto C, Ortiz of Albu- Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McGaffey were querque, who was elected a member
among the advance guard that ar- of the New Mexico Bar Association, is
rived yesterday from Albuquerque.
here for the inauguration.
Miss G. D. Harris and Miss D. V.
Dr. and Mrs. Pearce and Miss
Meyers, accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Pearce of Albuquerque, arrived yesGregory Page of Gallup, to the capi--J terday for the inauguration and regtal.
istered at the Palace hotel.
Former District Attorney A. L. PolAttorney W. A. Fleming Jones, secof the retary of the New Mexico Conservalard of Deming, and
legislature, is here with the inaugural tion Commission is here from Las
Cruces for the Test of the week.
throng.
Miss G. D. Harris and Miss D. V.
Edward W. Roberts, Alfred Grunsfeld and Arthur Holzman are among Myers of Gallup are in the city and,
the Duke City guests of the Ancient are registered at the Claire. They are
here to attend the inauguration.
City today.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Lee of
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt and Miss
are inaugural visitors. Mr.
Minnie Holzmann of Albuquerque, are
house guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee is the capable secretary of the
territorial sheep sanitary board.
Stligman.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Page of GalN.
old
an
Smith
Captain
Simpson,
timer from Taos, came here for the lup are inaugural visitors. Mr. Page
He is registered at the is chairman of the Republican Ceninauguration.
tral committee for McKinley county.
Coronado.
United States Marshal Creighton M.
Dr. C. S. Losey of Las Vegas, came
of Albuquerque, came up yesForaker
up from Albuquerque where be attended a meeting of the New Mexico board terday to convene the supreme court
of optometry.
and remained over for the inauguraFormer Probate Clerk Marocs C. de tion.
H. B. Hening, secretary
of the
Baca of Mernalillo county,, is one of
the Sandoval county representatives Bureau of Immigration and one of tbe
ablest journalists of the southwest, is
in the capital.
Rev. I. A. Seder of Albuquerque, su- up from Albuquerque for the inauguration.
perintendent of the
Former District Attorney Mark B.
New
the
one
for
of
is
League
Mexico,
Thompson of Las Cruces, and a for
inauguration crowd.
of mer resident of this city, came up
David Martinez, Jr.,
the legislature, came down from Taos from the Mesilla valley for the inaucounty to see his friend, Governor guration.
Banker James K. Hunt came down
Mills, inaugurated.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, a Demo- from Raton yesterday and brought
cratic leader and vice president of the with, him the following well known
citizens: T. E. F.
New Mexico Central railway, is here Gate
City
E. N. Burch of
Chairman
the
for
McAuliffe,
inauguration.
the board of county commissioners
W. H. Jack, the well known stockman and for many years a member of Thomas McBride, W. S. Cook, the last
the cattle sanitary board, is in Santa named being accomDanied by his wife,
and Mrs. J. B. iSchroeder.
Fe from Silver City.
Mr. and Mrs. ,C. L. Kopp of Santa
Rosa, California, were
among tbe
(Continued on Page Eight)
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IMPLEMENTS

F0R TIIE FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS

TJHEYCOFAST

BUT

THEN

MARCH IS HEBE AND EVERY ONE IS
RU5HJM& HIMSELF, TO KEEP IN
STYLE. VE CAN SAVE YoU A FEW.
BUSTER,
Its .spring?

n

PERFECT FITTING MENS READY To WEAR
CLOTHING JUST RECEIVED. WE ARE NOW
A&LE TO OFFER OUR PATRONS NEWER PATTEfabrics-mor- e
fitting
QUALITIES-AN- D

RNS-BETTER
SHAPE-RETAINI-

NG

SERVICEABILITY
WOOL-READY-TO-W-

W.

Light Company

REAL

IN REAL HAND TAILoRED-AL- L

CLOTHING

EAR

,

N. TOWNSEND & CO.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

n and MFeer Mareh 1st.
those da&k places and Electrical
AND

.'

THAN HAS EVER BEFORE BEEN SHOWN IN
THIS CITY. THE LATEST FIFTH AVENUE
MODELS.
COLLARS AND SHOULDERS ARE FORM
RETAINING, LININGS ARE FULL OF SERVICE
AND THE FABRICS ARE THOSE SANCTIONED
BY THE GREAT STYLE CENTERS.
POPULAR PRICES $15,00 AND $20.00

CHOICE

APPLES

NOW.

SSSrdw

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean iwholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

Hour Electric Service

Santa Fe Water
'

f7

-

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds off irrfiishfrigs from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the b&bies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
They are GREAT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular ard

the city.
e&WW tsBI

LADIES

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

THE

We have just received a fresh' ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in

Iverything in Hardware

NSURANCE

For full particulars call or
address the above company

co.

)

HARD!

MVJ

SURETY BONDS.

St.

SANTA PE

Mr. and Mrs. Grunsfeld of Albuquerque, arrived last evening to take in
the inauguration.
Lauriano Mares accompanied Coal
Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez from
Taos to Santa Fe.
William Frank and family of Los
Alamos, San Miguel county, are here
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ing any moneys upon a court house at
Estancia, be reinstated until the case
could be disposed of on its merits at
the summer session of the court.
Judge E. A. Mann for the defendants
objected and the matter will be argued this week. The claim is made
that Progreso is the legal county seat,
the removal of which to Estancia by
act of the legislature was in contravention of the Springer act, that Estancia is at best merely a de facto
county seat, and that the expenditures
of public money for a county court
house there would be an irreparable

PRESENTATION

Si

MARCH

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about
Hon. William J. Mills Reci to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
contributes
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend
pient of Silver Water Set much
to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
from Associates
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
in the relief
NI
Mlles From
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid
No 1,
Miles From
lessens the pain and 'oss to the tax payers.
DA LY
Raton
Friend
HAILV. Dei Moines
of
use
The
nausea.
Mother's
greatly
of
HIM
PAID
TRIBUTES
regular
ELOQUENT
for the
danger when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery
conbook,
our
free
for
Write
stores.
at
sold
is
Mother's
Friend
mother.
drug
49
6 80 P. m,
10 00 a. m.
0
N: M. Arr,
Lv. Des Moines,
Nothing in the way of a Cough is
"
46
6 16 p. m.
" Kumaldo,
Mothers.
Lv.
10 12 a. ni.
so annoying as a tickling, teasGovernor Curry Given Loving taining valuable information for expectant
4 55 p. m.
88
quite
" Dedman.
11
10135 a. m.
ATLANTA, GA. ing, wheezing,
' Oapul d
BRADFIELD
82
4 35 p. ra.
THE
18
xO 50 a. m.
CO.,
bronchial Cough. The
'
2
4 25 P. m.
" Vigil- :
11 05 a. m
Cup by Members of
20
"
relief comes perhaps from a
24
8 66 p. m
11 20 a, m
26
.
"I Thompson
quickest
Bench.
"
"
18
3 SO p. m
81
11 45 a. m.
to Druggists
prescription known
"
2 55 p. m"
7
" Cunningham
12 20 p.m.
Ill
5. Where the plaintiff by
Clifton House Junction "
Gregory Page, Miss G. D. Harris, Miss
Dr. Shoop's Cough
m1
as
30
2
12 46 p. m.
p
everywhere
Arr.
A"0
RATON N M'
M
12 25 p. m'
false statements secured the sign
Lv.
3.30 p.m.
Lv."
It was a pleasant and long to be re- - D. V. Meyers, Gallup; Ralph Aspaas,
Remedy. And besides, it is so thor12 05 p. m
7
42
Lv.
3 60 p.m.
Ollfton House Junotlon ""
iV
ing
by the defendants of a certain note
ami
aucsou;
"
ui.
40
11
a.
18
"
in
LUr,
chambers
membered
of:ranK
4 16 p. m,
49
harmless that mothers give it
incident,
Preston
oughly
nr
m
r
TT..1,
J
ii
was in satisfaction ofj
"
06 a' m
28
" Koehler
4146 p m.
68
; iurs. reaice auu lamnj, i. a. rmu but this latter
New
Court
Mexico
yes-the
with
Supreme
m"
"
11
15
a.
20
" Koehler Just.
perfect safety even to the young4 65 p.m.
58
Wilker-son- , a former note then due from the de"
"
10 16 a. m- " Oolfax
88
when Judge John R, bell, J. E. Saint, Thomas N.
5 50 p. m.
08
The tender leaves of a
afternoon,
est
babes.
terday
on
amount
same
and
"
9 43 a. ra
41
" Oerrososo
6 15 p, m.
John Brogan, Miss Ethel Saint, fendants for the
77
McFie, spokesman by reason of his
mountain
25 a. m-shrub, give to Dr.
9
latter note simple
47
88
oimarrS; n. m.
60 a. m-olS:S:
arose to present on behalf of Miss Rachael Nixon, Albuquerque; the same terms, which was
seniority,
its remarkRemedy
Cough
Shoop's
canceled
and
m.
became
40
a.
" Nash
60
Larned and Linderman brass band of thereby
N. M.
B8
Lv
7 10 p.m.
a
associate
of
the
the
court,
m-"
A
"
25
justices
few
7
a.
effect.
68
"
days' test
curative
able
7 23 p. m.
89
Harlan
and retried, such misrepresentation
"
"
00 a. m.
" Ute Park
69
solid silver water set, to the retiring Albuquerque.
94
s
7.45 p. m.
Stripling-BurrowSold
will
tell.
on
by
to
no
a
suit
defense
constitutes
Coronado.
Chief Justice William J. Mills. AssoCo.
Nestor Montoya, Jacobo Arrnijo, Al- such second note, since the misrepreciate Justice McFie did so with fit
sentation led simply to the defendants
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N. ting and eloquent words and Chief buquerque; M. C. de Baca, J. H.
a debt due by them and they
Cristono
paying
Bernalillo;
m.
Dominguez,
6:15
M.,
p.
Justice Mills responded with scarcely
C. L. Kopp, and Mrs. Kopp, were thus in legal contemplation not
N. M.,
San
123
&
No.
Dawson,
S.
W.
E.
Luis;
train
P.
Connects
with
Ry.
leaving
emotion.
The
and
f
suppressed
pitcher
C. Drake,
damaged thereby.
8:55 a. m.
goblet bear the monogram of Gover- Santa Rosa, Calif.; F.
6. It is not error to refuse to subMrs. Pierce, Mrs. Matheson,
M.
meets
N.
trains at Preston,
nor Mills and the tray bears the folStage for Van Houten, N. M.,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- to the jury issues not raised by
mit
E.
Lauriano
Quintana,
Albuquerque;
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
"Chief
Justice
lowing inscription:
the
ArB.
Antonio
pleadings.
BOUND:
SOUTH
Trujillo,
NORTH BOUND:
William J. Mills from His Friends and Mares, Taos;
7. The rule last stated is not renE. C. ABBOTT
No. S, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
Associates on the Bench. John R. royo Seco; J. J. Gardner, Stanley;
court
the
dered
because
Attorney-at-LaJuan
Frank
inoperative
Martinez,
Ortiz,
Galisteo;
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
McFie, Frank W. Parker, William H.
may erroneously and over objection
Practice in the District and SuTrack connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. Pope, Alfred W. Cooley, Ira A. Abbott, Omaha, Neb.
such
have
admitted
upon
testimony
"s S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax,
N. M., and Cimarron &
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
Merritt C. Mechem. February 28,
extraneous issues. '
attention given to all business.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
1910." The present was accompanied CHIEF JUSTICE WM. J. MILLS
8.
PRESIDED FOR LAST TIME
New Mexico
Payments subsequent to the fil- Santa Fe,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
by the following letter, which will be
of
suit are not provable under the
OVER
SUPREME
COURT.
ing
suRayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
records
of
the
the
upon
spread
general issue but must be set up by
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
CHARLES F. E AS LEY
preme court: "February 2S, 1910.
From
Lobo,
supplemental pleading.
(Continued
Page Three.)
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Surveyor General)
Dear Judge Mills: You retire as our
(Late
9. A dismissal seasonably entered
Attorney-at-LaQuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
presiding officer today to becomt
ecuted the same upon the false and by leave of the court as to one of a
Land and Mining business a spec- governor of our Territory. We who
W. A. GORMAN,
e. J, DEDJWAN,
'J. van HOUTEN;
severally lia- ialty.
have been associated with, you for fraudulent representations of the ap- number of defendants from
liability Santa Fe,
New Mexico
pellants, that they could only obtain the ble does not discharge
years in the administration of justice sum
Superintendent V. Dres. and Gen Mqr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agcn
and
his
of
for
said
when
$5,400
land,
they
Al
with
M
keen
We
with
N,
N
you
part
RATON.
RATON,
regret.
RATON, NJW.
Pring et al., vs. Goldenburg Co.
CATRON & CATRON
have known in you wisdom of counsel had at the time already sold thecase No. 1273, E. J. Pring and
In
same
statesaid
for
and
$6,S40,
that
in the decision of cases, strength of
Attorneys and Counsel
vs. M. B.
nurnose in disnatchina- the nuhlic i ments were made for the purpose of Rachel W. Pring, appellants,
Office:
Catron Block
It appeared in Goldenburg Company, appellee, from Santa
- New Mexico
business, and the unselfish devotion defrauding appellee.
Fe,
1
court
the
for
the
district
county,
Quay
1to duty which bespeaks the faithful evidence at the tria1' that the aPPel"
did B?u satd land for the sum decision of the lower court was affirmG. VOLNEY HOWARD
public servant. As citizens of Newlants
Mexico we are happv that these quali-- 1 of ?6,84 and that thev received
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
lowthe
of $200 in cash and from the judgment of $600 in the
ties will not bo Inst to th TPrvit-nr- J tnerefar
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
V.rt
e &o eAti i
days.
but will now be rededicated by you mo ucuautc ul po,oiv III UUScCUlcU er court be paid within thirty
Speaks
Spanish
and
to your new and splendid station of notes, and that at the time of the The opinion is by Judge Abbott
'Phone 192 Black
bal- the syllabus says:
trial
there
due
of
remained
the
responsibility.
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
"The judgment of the district court
"We cannot let the occasion pass ance of the purchase price representFrom Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
- - New Mexico
have
ed
per- Santa Fe,
that
the
sum
the
of
specific
notes,
plaintiff
$4,000.
by
without handing you the accompanyA trial was had to the court and a formance of the defendants' written
Douglas, and all Points in New-Mexicing token of our esteem and affecRENEHAN & DAVIES
and a verdict returned in favor agreement to convey certain land to
Arizona, Mexico and ot the
tion, and with, it we bid you a hearty jury,
E. P. Davies
B.
Renehan
A.
to
reversal
not
is
by
strictly open
in the work that lies be of the appellee for the sum of $1,710, it,
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Attorneys-at-Labased on subthis
it
is
court,
since
and
which
sum
interest
costs,
reprefore you."
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
sents the full amount prayed for by stantial evidence; but even If it Practice in the Supreme and DisJudges Remember Governor Curry. him. Motions
for a new trial were were so open, the weight of evidence trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
This forenoon, at 9:30 o'clock, the
&
made and overruled and this appeal would require the same judgment.
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
judges of the supreme court, present was
New Mexico
amount
of the judgment for Santa Fe
The
taken.
ed formally to Governor Curry a sil
court
in
district
rendered
the
vs.
Fire
Association
al.
et
damages
Patton,
ver loving cup suitably inscribed.
G. W. PRICHARD
Case No. 1265 was affirmed. It is is not warranted by the evidence, and
Pleasant remarks were made paying
correcis
Burton-for
cause
the
the
remanded
the
Fire
Association, intervenor,
Attorney and Consellor-at-Laa tribute to Governor Curry who re
Lingo
in all the District Courts
vs. S. tion of the judgment in that particu
Practice
Company,
appellants,
plied feelingly.
E. Patton, Amelia J. Patton, his wife lar.
and gives special attention to cases
Governor Mills made the presenta C. W. Haynes, and R. L.
Charles C. Davidson appeared for before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Smith, aption and Governor Curry replied in
For Rates and full information address
pellees. Reid & Hervey appeared for the appellants, and E. R. Wright and Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
suitable terms. The cup bore the in applicants and L. O. Fullen for ap- Hawkins and Franklin for the appelFOX,
scription: "Presented to Governor pellees. Appeal from Chaves county. lee.
C. W. G. WARD
Curry by his friends. William J.
The suit was brought to foreclose
Seat Case.
Torrance
District Attorney
Territorial
County
A.
Mills, John R. McFie, Frank W. Park a mechanic's lien on certain lots in
A. B. Renehan moved that For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Attorney
William
CoolH.
Alfred
er,
W.
El Paso Texas.
Pope,
the city of Roswell, against Patton and the injunction against the board of Las Vegas,
New Mexico
ey, Ira A. Abbott, Merrit C. Mechem. wife, as owners, and Haynes
and county commisisoners of Torrance
March 1, 1910."
Smith as mortgagees of Patton. Pat county, restraining them from expend- HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ton took out two insurance policies
Attorneys-at-Lafor $1,500 payable to Burton-Ling- o
&
Practice in the District Courts as
Co. The opinion is by Associate Juswell as before the Supreme Court of
tice M. C. Mechem.
the territory.
Jemez Land Co. vs. Garcia.
Palace.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
In the case of the Jemez Land ComJohn Olson, Frederick Porter, J. A.
Mahoney, A. W. Pollard, E. H. Bick-for- pany, appellant, vs. Antonio Jose GarEDWARD C. WADE
Deming; J. S. Gay, Denver; Mr. cia, appellee, the error assigned as to
Attorney-at-Laand Mrs. C. W. G. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. this action in the court below is overPractices in the Supreme and DisS. B. Davis., Jr., D. T. Hoskins, R. E. ruled with costs. The opinion is by
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Twitchell, Mrs. S. Romero, S. A. Del-gad- Judge John R. McFie. The appeal was
Probate Court and before the U. S.
W. E. Gortner, W. L. Burton, R. from the district court for Bernalillo
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
S. Herbert, Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. county. Possession to a tract of land
Offices.
A. O. Jaehrens, Wagon Mound; Judge in Sandoval county was involved in
- - - New Mexico
Cruces
Las
Edward A. Mann, Nestor Montoya, the original suit.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Grunsfeld, Mr. and Jenkens vs. Maxwell Land Grant Co.
WILLIAM McKEAN
In case No. 1161, John Jenkens,
Mrs. Felix H. Lester, Mr. and Mrs.
Attorney-at-LaHarry F. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Mc- - plaintiff in error, vs. The Maxwell
and Land Law.
Mining
Grant
Land
defendet
al.,
Company,
Gaffey, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell,
.
New Mexico
Taos
J. Porter Jones, Edward W. Roberts, ants in error, the court in an opinion
Alfred Grunsfeld, Arthur Holzman.jby Judge A. W. Cooley, affirms the
W. A. FLEMING JONES
'Albuquerque; W. C. Porterfield, W. H.j decision of the lower court. The
OF
Bonds and Investments
was
e
from
S.
L.
C.
the
district
Silver
J.
brought up
Jack,
Lea,
City;
for the Third
TJ. S. Commissioner
lard; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Sutherland, court for Colfax county. The action
as one in ejectment and was tried
Judicial District of New Mexico.
VIA
Las Cruces; Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Leepy,
Eastern and local bank references.
Clovis; George E. Fischer, St. Louis; by Judge John R. McFie in the lower
Ol
E. S. Waddles. St. Josenh: H. A. court.
Las Cruces - - - - New Mexico
Bank of Commerce vs. Broyles.
Hand, Roswell; James K. Hunt, T. F.
DATES OF SALE
R. W. WITTMAN
In case No. 1248, the Bank of Com- McAuliffe, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cook.
error
in
merce,
and
Mrs.
Draftsman
M.
L.
plaintiff
March 26. 27, 28.
Raton; Mr. and
appellee,
Disney,
N. Broyles, et al., def
vs.
M.
of records on file
Miss
furnished
Jasper
Buckner,
Chicago;
Mexico,
Copies
FE,
RETURN LIMIT 60 DAYS
from
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. McKinney, ants and appellants, an appeal
in the TJ. S. Surveyor General's Office.
- - - - New Mexico
Fort Sumner; Walter W. Carr, Chica- - the district court for Socorro county,
Santa Fe,
See Santa
Agent.
go; A. G. Meloche, Raton; B. M. Barn- - was affirmed. Doughert & Griffith
and James G. Fitch appeared for the
dollar, Denver.
Claire.
appellees, and Holt & Sutherland, J.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Romero, L. Delgado, F- - Bonham and Marron & Wood for
Las Vegas; W. W. Wagner, E. C. appellants. The case involved two
Halderman, Mcintosh; J. Fred Fletch- - notes for $10,000 and another for
SELLING DATES
er, Nogales; Jesus Romero, Modesto $5,000. The opinion is by Associate
C. Ortiz, C. M. Foraker, Albuquerque; Justice Pope and the syllabus reads
Thomas Doran, M. C. Spies, Clovis; as follows:
1- A motion for a peremptory in-See the Santa Fe Agent
E. N. Burch, Thomas McBride. Mrs.
struction
B. Schroeder, Raton; O. V. Bauer,
by both parties does not
for particulars regarding
W. F. Castle, Stanley; C. O. stitute a final waiver by either of jury
low rates to California and
Hyer, H. G. Sinders, Neal Jenson, Es- - trial wnere tne evidence is conflictma tancia; J. W. Casaos, Santa
the Northwest this Summer.
Rosa; inS and where after adverse ruling up- on
instrucfor
n3
request
peremptory
Robert Reynolds, Stanley; Frank A.
ar y tnereupon insists up
Hubbe11' Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. uon
TJ
ROSWELL-TORRAJNC- E

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

God-spee-

Southwestern

El Paso

The Best Route

d

System

East or West

EUGENE A.
G.F.&P.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

THE

n

ffors

ONE WAY SECOND

CLASS COLONIST FARE

SALT LAKE CITY

j

SANTA

FROM
NEW

Stations in British

r..e

$30.00

Bal-'cas-

?,

$30.00

SANTA FE

MEXICO

end-Mo-

.;

Fe

Columbia,

i

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

'

alifomia

Match 1st. to April J5,th

J.

con-Clovi- s;

-

:

A

T0310 JJILE

sucy

,

U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 house between

jury.

It is error for the court to with- draw a case from the jury where the

Someone to Crock.
Why do people who do not eat nork evidence as to liability is conflicting
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these
points over any other route, as meat continue to use it in the form or the inferences on that subject to
and Kissel Automobiles.
of modern Cars In of lard? Lard is just as indigestible
Full
equipment
drawn from the testimony are di- Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen- - as Pork- - in a recent article on cook- - be
yergent.
A Nut

the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaut
Santa Fe and all points In the Es- feurs in charge of every car. Seats
tancia Valley and Western New Mex- reserved on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ro1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
60 Iba. Any
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
-
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Is the duty of tne court to
.xhe healthful and economical solu- - direct a verdict where it would be
tlon of the cooking fat problem is the bound to set aside a contrary ver--

3'

r
rvegetabitet?oductCoi30en81iyLTm
lated, and aids digestion. Dietetic ex- - port it.
."VgV

to animal fat, it is
ouHshTein"'aotethe"bodyyeds far
Cottolene is sold only in scaled pails
ui spcudi ucsiKii, which Keep 11 SWeet
and fresh indennitely- -

ing

in preference

4.

nt of testimony to

To render

resentation securing the signing of a
Promissory note available In defense
against it, it must be shown that
""uo

Ud"""u'

waa uaiuagcu

misrepresentation.

ujr

Limit, six

Months

ouuu

"

OH One way, commencing
C?5O.UU
March 1st. 1910.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

sup- -

a fraudulent misrep- -

Los Angeles and return
or San Diego

$56,90

Call

Oil Or

afldreSS

agent for particulars, timetables
ailV Literature etc. pertaining to Oallformaaad
the Great Southwest.

H. S. LUTZ Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
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The following
were
elected: First district, Charles C.
Catron of Santa Fe, Second district;
ts

E. L. Medler, Albuquerque; Third district, X. C. Frenger of Las Cruces;
Fourth district, Elmer E. Studley of
Raton; Fifth district, J. T. McClure
of Roswell;
Sixth district, Byron
Sherry of Alamogordo; Seventh district, John E. Griffith of Socorro.
Recess was then taken until after
the session of the supreme court.
The association reconvened and upon
motion of E. L. Medler gave a vote

BAR ASSOCIATION
Hon. Charles A. Spiess Unanimously Elected President
for the Present Year
MISS BREWER IS SECRETARY

Well Attended and Satisfactory
Annual Meeting Many New
Members
The New Mexico Bar Association
met yesterday afternoon in the supreme court chambers at the capitol.
In the absence of the president, E. C
Wade of Las Cruces,
E. W. Dobson called the association
to order, Secretary Charles C. Catron
was at the desk and made the welcome report that for the first time in
many years the association had all its
debts paid and had $72.27 in the treasDavid J. Leahy nominated
ury.
Charles A. 'Spiess of Las Vegas, for
the presidency of the association, the
nomination, according to custom going
to the Fourth Judicial district at this
time. Mr. Spiess was unanimously
elected. Secretary and Treasurer C.
C. Catron having previously announced his intention of retiring from the
Vice-Preside-

of thanks to the retiring officers. The
following resolutions were offered by
E. A. Mann and passed unanimously
and upon rising vote were ordered
spread upon the minutes, engrossed
and presented to Chief Justice William J. Mills.
"Whereas, Hon. William J. Mills,
who has served with marked ability as
chief justice of the supreme court of
New Mexico and is about to retire
from his high office to accept another
of equal honor, dignity and responsi
bility,
"Therefore Be it Resolved, That the
Bar Association of New Mexico in
regular session assembled, expresses
its regrets that the judicial arm of
our territorial government has lost so
able an official and congratulate the
people of the territory on his appointment as governor."
Before the adoption of the resolution, attorney after attorney arose to
second it and to praise the retiring
chief justice, among those speaking
being: O. T. Toombs, C. W. C.
Ward, E. L. Medler, W. H. H. Llew- -

--

READY, iO FIGHT.

Bright and Steady
i

rz

ti

The big man with the firry lock od
his face had been struggling with the
oar window for 20 minutes. Suddenly

it came down on him and held him

a prisoner.

With much fuming and
wriggling he finally released himself.
"Confound that blasted window 1"
he thundered, almost exploding with
rage. "I feel like I could chew it up
in bits, glass and all."
It was then that the humorous little
man in the next seat touched him on
the arm.
".My friend," he said, with a merry
twinkle in his eyes, "don't be ko angry with the window. Why, that window likes you. In fact, it is really
affectionate."
"What! Are you joshing me? The
window affectionate?"
"Certainly, sir. Didn't it fall on your
neck?"
And then the humorous little man
vanished toward the smoker.

Thei?ajfo Lamp
A bright and steady light depends upon the
construction of the lamp.
The best skill has put forth its best effort in
perfecting the Rayo Lamp.
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
burn. The
current of air through
of the Rayo Lamp suuires a uniform
the air-tulight, with never a flicker or flare.
The idea! family lamp. Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
d
The Rayo i a
lamp, but yc--u cannot
get a better lamp at any price.
easy-ilowi-

low-price-

Once ji. Rayo user, always one
If Nnt at Yours, Write tot
Every Dealer Everywhere.
Descriptive Circular to tho Neaiest Agency of the

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY
(incorporated)

ellyn, Charles A. Spiess, J. E. Griffith,
querque, was elected secretary and Edmund C. Abbott, L. 0. Fullen, E.
treasurer. President Spiess was es- R. Wright, W. B. Bunker, L. 0. Fullen
corted to the chair by a committee and and others.
made a 'brief, tout eloquent, address.
The committee on admissions preHe appointed the following commit- sented the names of the following
tee on admissions: I. O. Fullen, ,W, who, under suspension of the rules,
H. H. Llewellyn, E. E. Studley, E. L. were admitted to membership: H. B.
Medler and G. W. Prichard. Miss Hamilton, J. E. Griffith, E. R. Wright,
Brewer not toeing present, Secretary George iS. Klock, O. T. Toombs, AlCatron was requested to officiate for fredo Ruiz, Modesto C. Ortiz, Charles
the remainder of the session." Two A. Hunker, George W. Oliver, Louis C.
minor changes were made in Article 4 Ilfeld, A. J. McDonald, Fred Knollen-toerg- ,
in refA. M. Edwards, Alexander Read,
of the constitution and
erence to the officers, the number of Andrew S. McGreath, John Franklin
being increased from and E. P. Davies. The association
six to seven to correspond to the pres- then adjourned subject to the call of the
ent number of judicial districts, and president. The meeting was one of
the president toeing empowered to the best attended and most enthusiasname three delegates to the American tic held in years.
Bar Association, after having ascertained what members of the bar inNO SUBSTITUTE.
tend to attend the association's
Accept no substitute for Foley's
Honey. and Tar. It is the best and
safest for coughs, colds, throat and
lung troubles. Contains no opiates
DON'T GET RUH DOWN
and no harmful drugs. Remember
Foley's Honey and Tar, and
veak and miserable. If you have the name,
accept no substitutes. Sold by Stripling-in the back, and .feel tired all over, Burrows
& Co.
get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
CHARITIES CONFERENCE.
cure. It never fails. We have many
testimonials (from grateful people
who have used this wonderful remeHartford, Conn., March 1. Care of
a
no
As
it
has
children
and the prevention and cure
regulator
dy.
equal.
Ask for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf of criminal tendencies and epilepsy
at Druggists or sent by mail for 50 and insanity are among the subjects
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The slated for discussion during the anMother Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
nual meeting of the state conference
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head of Charities and Corrections, beginpains, ' Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains ning today.
by-law-s,

ts

goods and gives them the benefit of
the Canadian general tariff which is
given to goods from the United States
Important Subjects of Special Interest and from most other countries, except.
Great Britain, France and Japan, j
to Pedagogues Were Discussed
which get privileged treatment. In
the
of
Several
by
Speakers.
On last Friday a meeting- of the return Canada is given the convenSanta Fe County Teachers' Associa- tional or minimum tariff on many imtion was held at the high school in portant articles.
this city.
The meeting was called to order Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the Bull's
Eye.
promptly at 2 p. m. by President John
V. Conway, county superintendent of
This world famous rifle shot who
holds the championship record of 100
public schools.
The following teachers answered to pigeons in 100 consecutive shots is
the roll call: Mrs. Emma Gonzales, living at Lincoln, III. Recently interMrs. Marie C. Navarro, Candido Or- viewed he says: "I have suffered a
tiz, Mrs. John V. Conway, Miss Julia long time with kidney and bladder j
de Aguero, Miss Frances
Martinez, trouble and have used several well
Miss Luisa Alarid, Sixto Garcia, Miss known kidney medicines all of which
Henrietta de Aguero, Charles F. Mil- gave me no relief until I started tak-- '
I
ler, Miss Amelia Gutterman, Manuel ing Foley's Kidney Pills. Before X. Montowa, Mrs. M. C. Burt, Jose used Foley's Kidney Pills I was sub- j
Ortiz y Baca, Leandro M. Ortiz, Miss jected to severe headache and pains
G. Martinez, Miss Mary Dnran, Anto- in my kidneys with suppression and
nio J. Romero, R. F. Asplund and Su- oftentimes a cloudy vomiting. While
upon arising in the morning I would
perintendent John V. Conway.
dull headaches. Now I have tak-- 1
In the absence of the secretary of get
en three bottles of Foley's Kidney
the association, Miss Antonia Silva,
Pills and feel 100
cent better. I
who was detained on account of ill- am never bothered per
with my kidneys
ness, Manuel X. Montoya was chosen or bladder and once more feel like
as temporary secretary.
my own self. All this I owe solely
President John V. Conway address- to Foley's Kidney Pills and always
ed the association, dwelling upon the recommend them to my fellow suffer-- ,
past and present conditions of the ers."
Santa Fe county public schools, pointing out the fact that the Santa Fe
ST. DAVID'S DAY.
county schools were 50 per cent betCardiff, Wales, March 1. St. Davter than at any time in the past. He id's day, the great national festival of
said all this was due to the help and Welshmen, was celebrated in the
counsel given him by Territorial Su- usual enthusiastic manner throughout
perintendent Clark, his able assist- Wales today.
ants, an excellent crops of teachers
now employed in the different disIn Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, pure
tricts.
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
Mrs. Marie C. Xavarro read a paper etc., are so cleverly blended as to give
upon improving the school house and a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
its surroundings, which proved very and flavor. And besides, Health Cof-- I
interesting.
fee goes a third farther than any
C. F. Miller had the subject of other kind. You actually get 100 full
"Teaching reading, Difficulties and cups from a 25c, 1
pound package.
How to Overcome Them," which he And Health Coffee is "made in a min-- :
handled quite well.
ute." Xo 20 to 30 minutes tedious boilMrs. Emma Gonzales delivered a ing is at all necessary. And besides
paper upon "Opening and Special Ex- there is not a grain of real coffee in
it. Sold by Frank Andrews.
ercises," which was very good.
"How May the Teacher Make Himself Better Fitted for His Profession?"
was very ably handled by Hon. R. F.
Asplund. This number was of great
value and benefit to the teachers presApplications for Parole.
The following is a'list of the names
ent, and it is the hope of the teach
ers that Mr. Asplund may be able to of convicts who are making applica
address them at some future meeting. tion for parole, action upon which
will be taken by the board at its meet-jin- g
Several teachers joined the Terrion Wednesday, March 2d:
torial Reading Circle.
"Hermann Kessler, sentenced from
After a general discussion in which
Grant county to serve five years for
all the teachers took part, the associalarceny- and embezzlement.
tion adjourned until April 16th, when
Jose
sentenced from BerHon. F. G. Pattengil will address the nalillo Jaramillo,
county, to serve 35 years for
association and friends.
murder.
Manuel Vargas, sentenced from
CANADIAN-GERMAPEACE.
Taos county to serve 10 years for
Ottawa, Ont., Marcn 1. By the murder.
horace R. Barnes, sentenced from
terms of the nrovisional agreement
between Canada and Germany, effect Roosevelt county to serve 18 months
ive today the trade war which has for larceny.
been on since Canada gave Great
BASEBALL MEN REPORT.
Britain a preference in 1897, and
which led Canada to Impose a surtax
Cambridge, Mass., March 1. The
of 331-per cent against German entire Harvard 'varsity baseba't squad
was called out today for active pracgoods in 1908, is ended.
The provisional agreement removes tice, which will include a southern
the Canadian surtax from all German tour.
2
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

Leaving Santa Fe 9,4 a. in.
Arriving Ml Paso 10,40 p. n,,

EL

AND

SOUTHWESTERN

RETURNING
Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving banta re 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
nn
f
I frilll 111).

'
45a. m.
Arrive at Kansas Olty 6,60 p. m. next day
8
JO
a
at
Arrive Chicago
.m .2nd day

i Wlllleave8antaFe8

4

S
and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Cosahes
J. P. LYNG,
E.

P. &

"W..

Olty Frighte

Passenger Agn

FOR SALE

SHU acres level

iiitrroi;ilXhv,and thouM

land,

know

woifiifrlul

alK;iit

tit's! Jl Ofit CONfrlleiit. It

-

.natauuy..
Ask Tour drncrHut fnrlt.
If lie cannot bunpiy
the
M A It V K I., a.-- . ept no
Btatnu for
otlipr. lint.
lllusirnt."l book si'aii"!. It Rives
full uartlrularB and directions in- .
vnliini,ii to Lulled. 11 A It 11,
44 Ku.t USd Mreet. N KW YdKk.

Percy Did you bet on the baseball
game, Harold?
TO AND PROM ROSWELU.
Harold Why, I was going to, but
Connection made wira Automobile
when I offered to bet a husky fellow line at Torrance for Roswell
dally,
two ice cream sodas to a box of cara- Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosmels he just gave me a rude stare.
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves RosHis Finish.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arWhen he asked: "Is this hot enough
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
for you?"
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
He was in a happy trim.
But if he went wliem they srnt him to, ie $5.80 and between Torrance and
'Twould be far too hot for him.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Abdul the Roasted.
"I wonder," said one young Turk,
"why they spared Abdul Hamid's TIME TABLE ALL
life."
LOCAL TRAINS
"Because," answered the other, "it
is forbidden to speak ill of the deLeave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to conparted, and in his case we couldn't afnect with No. 10 from the south and
ford any such obligation."
west, also No. 3 from the east, reImperfect Equipment.
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
"I wonder if hunters had any kind
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conof equipment
in Nimrod's
day!" nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
mused the sallow student.
passengers for No. 2
pass"Of course not," said the
ing Lamy at C:30 p. m. Returning
youth.
"They hadn't invented cam- arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
eras and press agents in those l's connection only.
days."
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounOnly Too Glad.
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
Mrs. Hutton We are organizing
a
arrive
Fe 11:10 p. m.
at
Santa
ing
Mr.
Will you
piano club,
Flatleigh.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
join us?
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
Mr. Flatleigh
With pleasure, Mrs.
Hutton. What pianist do you propose a. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
to club first?
east-boun- d

e

east-boun-

p. m.

New Mexico Central.
His Profession.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
"Dickinson is a good sailor. Do you
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
know that he can extract enjoyment
m.
from the very teeth of a gale?"
"But, then,
you know, he's a

dentist."

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
"GOOD,

KIND DOCTOR."
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg--

ular
communications
first Mond'sy of each
iiKPi montn a' Masonic hall

i

at

7.30 n. m.

H. H. DORMAN,
Actir g Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

R. A. M.

ARTHUR

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery

fer

Mr. Jones
husband is dead.
Miss Brown Well, I'm
not surprised to hear it. His doctor told me

he thought he could straighten him

out.

No.

Regular conclave
Monday in each
at Masonic Hall at
m.
A. MASSIE, E. C.
Recorder.

1, K. T.

fourth
month
7:30 p.

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Another Version.
Woodman, hew that tree,
Expunge it from the scene;
In youth my misery
Came from Its apple green.

THE REASON WHY

j

PASO

WANTED The address of parties
who are interested in the well drilling
business, drilling oil, gas and artesian
water wells. For further information
address, Thos. K. Allen, Gen. Delivery,
Santa Fe, N. M.

i

4

VIA
ID

Colo.

sale at a
Inquire Curio Store,
southeast corner of plaza. Easy terms.
If you wish to exchange that old
piano for a new one, call at the Curio
Store, southeast corner of plaza;
easy terms.

-

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

newspaper voting conexperience
tests. Good pay; position permanent
to right parties. Address, Contest
Editor, Denver Republican, Denver,

great sacrifice.

COUNTY TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION MEETS.

j

ipositions, Miss Nellie Brewer of Albu-

in

A slightly used piano for

j

Assoc'ation

Two young ladies with

WONTED

BE

:

Bar

FOR SAI.F T.anris irrisated bv the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

under the Socorro ditch, 1C miles
east of El Paso, Tex., $00 per acre on
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real

IT DIDN'T GO.

j

HON. CHARLESS A. SPIESS,
Of Las Vegas, Elected President of the New Mexico

SEVEN.

V
IS THE

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
An Over-Ratinat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
"Over and above the merits of the Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
case. I can't see how they could have Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
entrusted Reddy with such a mission." dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
"Why not?"
"Because he is too overbearing for
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
any undertaking."
Limitations.

BEST

STRENGTHENING

TONIC

for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children, Weak, Run-doPersons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis, is because it combines the two most
d
tonics the medicinal, strengthening,
elements
oF"Cod Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil or
grease,
tastes good, and agrees with every one.
wn

world-fame-

body-buildi-

We return your money without question if Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim for it

Stripling Burrows & Co. , Druggists, Santa Fe

;

Secretary.

"This Is a preserved lake. They
B. P. O. E.
limit you to 20 fish in this lake."
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
"Sounds good to me."
holds its regular session on the sec"But, mind you, they don't guarao ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
tee the 20 fish."
month. Visiting hrothers are invited
DAVID KNAPP,
and welcome.
, Mean Thing.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
"Do my photographs resemble me
Secretary.
closely?"
"Yes, they do. I suppose you will
Knights of Pythias.
try another photographer?"
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d ,
i Hunting Scene.
"Had a queer dream last night."
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. j
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- '
"What was It about?"
"I dreamed a bologna sausage wai ing Knight's invited to attend.
cha8insr a Welsh rabbit."
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
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Sir!.

vice-preside-

GliOCERY AND BAKERY
NICE FRESH TOMATOES

FRES- H-

FISH

.

per lb

15c.

rTHURSDAYS

35
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .30
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35
25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz
Oranges, Navels, 23c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .. .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs

Gre-gori-

Hall

Barrington

Cofl- -

lbs
75
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
2

fee,

,

Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack . . .65

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Extra

Good

Tomatoes,

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4C
per lb
Nine bars Teepe Soap
25c
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap

for
25c
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
No.

3

s, 2

Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
23c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
thirteen for
$1.00
1909

Walnuts, per

lb.

.

.

i

.20c

WE CLEAN.
LADIES
OLD

PRESS

AND

Nos.

SATISFACTION

1

and

2

2

for

neys,

AND

Lamp Chim15c

m 1.

& DYE WORKS

WE ALSO CLEA

CLOTHES

J

NEW.

GUARANTEED.

GOWNS,

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,

TIES. PARASOtS,

ETC.

j

East Side Plaza:

SATISFACTION
ASSTTRRD
FIRST CLASS
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

niM ttlNlbt

Minor City Topics.

OPERA

GLOVES

PRICES REASONABLE

Phone 132 Red.

Mini nrnuini- -

L

EAM CLEANING- -

AND REPAIR

GENTS

HATS MADE

....25c

Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c

F. ANDREWS

RENCH DRY

s,

Castile

Soap

PARISIAN CLEANING
-F-

Hardwater

14

Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4C
per lb
.

Colonel and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell
t
Colonel
are here from Albuquerque.
Xew
is
of
the
Hopewell
(Continued From Page Five.)
Mexico Central Railroad and Mrs.
Hopewell is very popular among local
Attorney John A. Pace of Clayton, society people.
was an arrival yesterday.
Judge E. A. Mann of Albuquerque,
District Forester Arthur C. Ring-lan-d former associate justice of the New
is up from Albuquerque for the Mexico supreme court, couldn't stay
inaugural.
lav. ay from the inauguration in which
Hon. P. Hanley, member of the last lie came nearer than the
public knows,
legislative council, is a visitor In the playing the most important figure.
capital.
J. E. Saint, Attorney Thomas N.
William II. Taber and Mrs. Taber AVilkorson, at one time a member of
are over from Glorieta, to see the the legislature, John Brogan, editor of
"doings."
Miss
the Albuquerque Tribune-CitizeRegister of the U. S. Land Office Ethel Saint and Miss Rachel Nixon are
Xazario Gallegos is here from Tucum-car- i, a few of the visitors from the Duke
Quay county.
City.
o
Mrs. Eugenio Sena and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Disney of ChiGutierrez of Las vegas, are vis- cago are here for the inauguration.
iting friends in the capital.
Mr. Disney is interested in irrigation
Judge and Mrs. Frank W. Parker enterprises at Fort Sumner. Mr. and
were called home to Las Cruces by a Mrs. G. M. McKinley of Fort Sumner,
telegram last evening, announcing the and Miss M. Buckner of Mexico, Mo.,
serious illness of their son.
are with them.
J. A. Mahoney, a business man of
"This afternoon a
composed of
Doming, a leading Democrat and who W. E. Gortner andparty
J. Van
wife,
on
has served in the legislature and
Houten and wife, of Raton, and Suthe board of equalization, is a Santa
perintendent J. M. Kurn, of the New
Fe visitor.
Mexico
division of the Santa Fe, and
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Mear, Miss
left in the latter's private car
wife,
Por-taleMrs.
of
and
Hughes,
Roosevelt county, are at the for the capital city, where tomorrow
Coronado hotel and were here for the they will attend the inauguration of
Governor Mills and the ball in the
inauguration.
W. F. Castle of Stanley, southern evening. They will return Wednesday
Santa Fe county, editor of the Stanley on No. 10." Las Vegas Optic.
"Charles Trumbull, teller of the
Index, and C. O. Hyer of Hyer, a sister town of Stanley, are here for the First National bank, established a new
auto record between Las Vegas and
inauguration.
E. II. Bickford of Lake Valley, Sier- Santa Fe, when he covered the disra county, interested in an irrigation tance between the two town yesterproject in the Mimbres valley and in day in exactly 6 hours and 3 minutes.
various mining propositions, was an The trip was made in Trumbull's Hud- son "Twenty" and he was accomarrival yesterday.
TJ.
S.
J.
A.
panied by Dr. J. D. Hess of this city.
Abbott, former
Judge
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, is R. J. Taupert and Col. M. M. Padover from his beautiful ranch on the gett, who also left early yesterday
romantic Rito de los Frijoles, taking morning for Santa Fe, in Mr. Tau- in the inaugural exercises.
pert's Kissel car, made almost as
Deputy Sheriff E. H. Biernbaum, good time, arriving in Santa Fe a
Hon. Juan Navarro, member of sev- short time after Trumbull and Dr.
eral New Mexico legislatures;
and Hess. The auto parties will start on
Pablo Sanchez are among the Mora the return trip Wednesday morning."
county visitors in old Santa Fe.
Las Vegas Optic.
Colonel C. L. Ballard, sheriff of
Chaves county; Captain J. iS. Lea,
member of the board of education and
a penitentiary
are
commissioner,
among the visitors from Roswell.
(Continued From Page Two.)
Ralph Aspaas and Frank N. Hoover
of Tucson, Ariz., witnessed the in
Elected
Mayor
Byron
Judge
auguration of Governor Mills today Sherry, who was in Santa Fe yester-- :
and were interested sightseers visiting
day to attend the supreme court ses
many points of interest in and about
was elected mayor of Alamo-gord- o
sion,
Santa Fe.
during his absence.
J. Porter Jones of Albuquerque, well
Committed Suicide at Clovis The
remembered as reading clerk in the
body of a man named Hatch was
legislative council, is here and brought found hanging to a rafter in the old
with him the Republican Club of the cement
plant in east Clovis. The man
Duke City and the Larned and Linde-ma- had
been dead about three
apparently
band.
hours. The suicide used a half inch
Assistant TJ. S. Attorney and Mrs. rope and his feet were barely touching
Herbert "W. Clark and Hon. John S. the floor. He had laid an Old door
Clark, former members of the legis- slanting against the wall from which,
lative council are with the Meadow he evidently jumped to his doom. The
City crowd in this city.
neck was not broken and death was
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UNVEILING OF BENT PORTRAIT
MARKS BEGINNING AND ENC.
Says Attorney A. B. Renehan, for
day Last Territorial Governor
Takes His Seat.
In a brief but graceful speech

MARKET REPORT

To-

MONEY AND METAI
Xew York, March 1. Cal
3; prime paper 4
Attorney A. B. Renehan this afternoon dollars 44; Amal. 77
N. Y. C. 122
S.
on behalf of the Capitol Custodians,
presented to Governor Mills repre- U. P. 186; steel 83; pfd. .10
New York, March 1 I
senting' New Mexico, the handsome
copper dul,,
portrait of Governor Bent, in the Council chamber where it was unveiled by spot and March $12.47
Miss Tessie Berry, grand daughter of silver 50
Governor Bent.
GRAIN. PORK, LARD N w 3 "5.
:A- tChicago, 111., March i.- The beautiful ritual of the order of
the Daughters of the American Revo- May 114
July
Corn May 65
lution conducted by Mrs. L. Bradford
July 671-4- .
Oats May 47
July 44
Prince, state regent, was a feature of
Pork May 24.971-2- ; July 24.871-2- .
the unveiling exercises. There were
Lard May 13.30; July 13.271-2- .
several addresses at the unveiling and
Ribs May 12.55; July 12.871-2- .
they will be printed in tomorrow's
WOOL MARKET.
issue. The presentation address of
St. Louis, Mo., March 1. Wool, unMr. Renehan follows:
"After more than half a century of changed; territory and western medihope founded upon- deserving and en- ums, 2528; fine mediums, 2024;
deavor that we might put off the fine, 1221.
Kansas City, Mo., March 1. Cattle
swaddling clothes of a national deus
draw
about
the
Receipts, 8,000, including 300 southand
adult
pendency
garments of sovereign statehood, erns; market, steady. Native steers
there is at last a rift in the clouds $5.507.75; southern steers $5.00
that overhang us and encompass us 7.15; southern cows $3.505.25; naabout, which promises their entire tive cows and heifers $3.506.50;
dissolution.
stockers and feeders $4.006.20; bulls
"The Capitol Custodian committee $4.005.50; calves $7.509.00; westfor several years has considered the ern steers $5.257.25; western cows
propriety of hanging the pictures of $3.506.00.
all the civil governors of New MexiReceipts, 12,000; market,
co in the legislative halls and in the 5 Hogs
to 10 cents higher. Bulk of sales
corridors of the Capitol.
pack"The American Bureau of Archae- $9.309.65; heavy $9.609.70;
$9
ers
butchers
and
$9.45.9G5;
light
ology introduced to this community JS9.70;
packers and butchers $9.45
an artist of distinguished merit, Carl
pigs $8.25
Lotave, and the idea of the custodians, 9.65; light $9.009.50;
was revived at sight of his work. But 9.00.
'Sheep
Receipts, 9,000; market,
we had funds only sufficient to make
a beginning, and with Governor Bent steady. Muttons $6.007.70; lambs
we began, because he was the first $3.259.25; fed western wethers and
civil chief executive under the Stars yearlings $6.50 8.75; fed western
and Stripes, though not elective, and ewes $6.007.15.
Chicago, March 1. Cattle Receipts
because he is the most historic, in
that he laid down his life as a victim 6,500. Market steady. Beeves $4.85
8.10; Texas steers $4.605.75; westof the resurgent opposition to American control which existed among the ern steers $4.606.35; stockers and
Pueblo Indians of the north and some feeders $3.50 5.85; cows and heifers
of the more restless and rebellious $2.606.25; calves $7.259.75;
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
children of Old Mexico.
"It is a significant fact and a for- weak; native $4.507.80; western
$7.758.70;
tunate coincidence that the portrait of $5.257.85;
yearlings
western
the first territorial governor should lambs, native $7.759.25;
be unveiled on the day that the last $7.759.25.
territorial governor takes his seat of
NOTICE.
magistracy, for thus is marked the
Dissolution of Partnership.
beginning and the end of an era, and
The Santa Fe Hardware and Suptne advent of a new dispensation, and
comthe old is linked to tne new.
ply Company, a
"As president of the Capitol Cus- posed of F. E. Dunlavy, and W. H.
todian committee, in its name and by Kennedy, doing business in Santa Fe,
its direction, to you, Governor Mills, N. M., has been dissolved by mutual
All accounts due to the
as representative of the people of consent.
New Mexico, and in trust for them, I above firm must be paid to F. E. Dundeliver this likeness of your earliest lavy at room 19, Catron block.
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21st,
predecessor, this image so lifelike and
palpitant that it would seem as if he 1910.
F. E. DUNLAVY,
had stepped out of the past down into
W. H. KENNEDY.
the present to show that at the be
7--
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trunks with safety and confidence, if it comes from here.
Trunks of best seasoned wood, protected by hard wood slats
thoroughly capsysed with heavy brass and malleable iron castings, strong hinges, best brass locks. Strong bolts and
strap ?. Metal covered Trunks, canvas covered Trunks,
Leather Trunks, Steamer Trunks, etc. in all sizes.

We can show you
any sort of a trunk

sole-leath- er

you desire.
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DISPLAY
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WE BUY OUR TRUNKS FROM THE BEST MANUFACTURERS WE
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT, AND THEIR TRUNKS ARE WELL BUILT

HI

OUR

TUESDAY, MARCH

Trunks at

$5.00, $7 50, $10.00,

Look for the Lion

when you're looking at trunks. A guarantee of strength which is in every

$15 00, $20.00, $25.00,

$27.00 and $35 00

The Drucker Lock is a safeguard for
the contents. There are no trunks
so good as Drucker's.

If you are looking for a particular kind or
size of trunk we're sure we can supply you
TRADE-MAR-
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WE'VE SUIT CASES IN FIBRE, CANVAS AND LEATHER, HEAVY LEATHER; CORNERS
STRONG. FRAME PATENT BRASS LOCKS, AND CATCHES, STEEL HINGES. LINEN OR
PRICES $3,50, $6.50, $12.50, and $15.00.
LEATHER LINED ALL SIZES.

NATHAN

A

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

TUESDAY,

MARCH

most scholarly opinions in ihe New
Mexico reports of late years are from
his pen. Jud?e Pop- - has done invaluable service for this commons eahh in
various capacities, notably as a member of the board that had charge of
the rebuilding of the capitol.
The chief justice is a property owner both at Santa Fe and at Roswell
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Fellow
Citizens of New Mexico:
"It is a time honored custom in the
United States for every one who
is inducted into the oflice of governor
of a state or territory, to make an inaugural address, so that he can in a
manner outline the policy of his administration. I shall follow this well
nigh universal rule and today shall
say a few words to you, explaining
what I desire to do and what sort of
a government I shall endeavor to give
to the people of this great territory,
which I hope is very soon to be a
state, and of which I expect to be the
last territorial governor.
"It is needless for me to say that I
deeply appreciate the very cordial reception which the large number of
citizens of New Mexico, who are assembled here today, have given me.
"You are doubtless aware that I
was not a candidate for the position
of chief magistrate of the territory,
and that the office came to me most
unexpectedly, and without solicitation
on my part or on the part of any of my
friends. On November 24th, of last
year, I was busily engaged in holding
a term of the district court in San
Miguel county, my home county, which
I deeply love, and was in fact trying

"Ladies and Gentlemen and

GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS,
(Inaugurated Today.)

William Joseph. Mills, who today

be-

came governor of the Territory of
New Mexico, was horn in Yazoo City,
Miss., January 1, 1S49. His father
was William Mills of Virginia, and his
mother Harriet Beale of Philadelphia,
Pa. Judge Mills' father died when the
judge was but a child, and his mother
then moved to Connecticut, and there
H. Law.
married William
Judge
Mills attended private school and
graduated from the Norwich Free
Academy, as also from the Yale Law
school in the class of 1S77. He was
married January 14, 18S5, to Alice
Waddingham, at West Haven, Conn.
After his graduation from Yale Law
school, he practiced in New Mexico
and New Haven, Conn., until appointed chief justice of the supreme
court of the territory by President
McKinley on January 31, 1898. He
ihas been twice reappointed and his
present term would have expired next
January. A son, Wilson W., is a
student at Yale. A daughter, Madeline,
still in her teens, is at home.
Governor Mills had seen legislative service before coming to New
Mexico and is also a successful business man. He represented New Haven in the lower house of the Connec
Judge William H. Pope.
25,

1909.)

Santa Fe claims Chief Justice William H. Pope as its own and does so
with a great dregree. of affection. It
has seen him develop almost from
boyhood although when he came here
he was already a member of the! bar
and had been in partnership with such
veterans as former Secretary of the
Interior Hoke Smith in Georgia, which
is Judge Pope's home state and also
that of his wife. Local residents recall many incidents in Judge Pope's
career; how he delivered a Fourth of
July oration in the plaza shortly after
coming here, doing so on the spur of
the moment, the orator selected for
the day having become ill suddenly.
All who remember the Incident agree
that he made a splendid address.
Another resident recalled how, as
assistant district attorney in the prosecution of the Chaves murder trials,
lie made a brilliant address which was

t,,

'

scholar

at the

meeting of the Bar Association upon
late Judge D. H. McMillan, was
a classic gem of oratory. His inaugural address today was not only a forcible declaration of principles, but also
Gov.
a polished literary production.
Mills is a man of dignified and fine
appearance and impresses even the
casual acquaintance as a man of
parts and splendid attainments. He
is personally known not only to almost every business man, attorney
and official in the territory but his acquaintanceship is national and President Taft is known to be especially
impressed with him and has implicit
confidence in his statesmanship and
integrity. He is an active member of
and has a
the Episcopal church
circle.
family
charming
the

short by a hemorrhage brought on
overwork.
Chief Justice Pope served as assistant in the office of the attorney general of the territory and later was appointed assistant to the U. S. attorney
for the court of private land claims,
where he gave evidence of a scope of
learning and of judicial poise that
added materially not only to his reputation, but also to the success with
which the court disposed of its task.
It was in recognition of this work
that Judge Pope was appointed U. S.
attorney for the Pueblo Indians and
later judge of the first instance in the
Philippine Islandes, where he first
canie under the personal notice of
President Taft, who has a high opinion of Judge Pope's character and
attainments.
Upon his return from the Philippines, in 1903, Judge Pope was appointed an associate justice of the
New Mexico supreme court and was
reappointed in 1907. Some of the
cut

(From New Mexican of November

-

ticut legislature and was a member of
the state senate in 1881 and 1S82. He
came
in 18S5,
to New Mexico
opening a law office at Las Vegas
where he lived until
1893, returning to New Haven just prior to his
to the New Mexico
appointment
bench.
Chief Justice Mills, just before his appointment had served as
of the New Mexico
Bar Association and is a member of
the association at present.
He is
a fine literary
and his eulogy
pronounced

by

.

i

Jfj

and takes a live interest in the prog-- r
ss of the commonwealth and its people. Some speculation is indulged in
whether Jude Pope will continue to
make his headquarters as chief justice
at Roswell or whether !h will go to
Las Vegas, but general opinion seems
to be that Roswell will have the honor
of being the headquarters of the next
chief justice of the territory.
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MILLS;

He Defines His Position on Such Momentous Questions of
the Day as Statehood, a State Constitution, Taxation, Good Roads, Unequivocally So That
Every Citizen May Know Where
He Stand:.

Vvi;

v"

t

The New Governor.
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much more favorable auspices than
did my honored predecessor, Cover-- '
nor Curry, whose record as chief ex-- '
ectitive has been most creditable and
whom I am proud to be able to call
my friend. When be assumed the reins
of government, the territory was torn
ran high,!
by factions and feeling
while today, if I am able to judge by
the articles which have appeared in

numberless telegrams and letters
which I have received from rich and
poor and from high and low, who live
in all parts of the territory, congratulating me on my appointment and promising me their support in my efforts
to give the territory a conservative
and wise administration, the term of
my incumbency of the high office to
which I have been appointed will be
a pleasant one, and when I lay down
trust, which has been confided to
me, if the people of the territory as a
whole, for it is impossible to please
everyone shall think that I have tried
to do what is right, and that the territory has been benefited by my administration, then I shall be satisfied,
and will not regret the care, labor and
responsibility which I must give to
the new and untried duties which I
have but now entered upon.

.'
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-

'

j
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GOVERNOR GEORGE CURRY,
(Whose Successful Administration Ended Yesterday.)

Tribute to Taft.
(all, on terms of equality, in some just
"President Taft wTiom I honor and 'proportion to the rights, interests and
nnrt

nrn ttme hpnpfiterl
trm im-- v
protected. Hence, the underlying prin"l'lf
ining the raising of revenue
,u ,i,nV
.,1
h,s n,W-- ! fni
nnrnncoc must lif that nf
liiihiw
taken as district attorney of Ilamil-th- e
the entire com- equality
throughout
as
solicitor general
ton count', Ohio;
With all kinds of excise or
niunity.
of the United States; as United States
license taxes, this is easily attained.
judge; as governor of the Philippine! But it is in regard to direct taxes upislands as secretary of war, and in
on property that questions and differthe various other offices which he has
most
of opinion and practice
ences
in the past been called upon to fill, and
arise.
These
often
depend
necessarily
1
predict he will in the future be classthe valuation placed upon proped as one of the great presidents of upon
for purposes of taxation. As to
erty
the republic, for he is giving our counthere is but one safe, sound and
try a safe, sane, wise and honest ad- this, rule, and that is uniformity of
ministration, not going beyond the law just
valuation for similar kinds and classes
of property, everywhere in the territory. A property owner in one county should not pay a greater, or a less,
tax upon a horse, a cow, or on an acre "
of land, than the owner of a horse,
cow, or acre of land, of equal value,
in any other county. Nor should one
kind of property be assessed at a
greater, or a less proportion of its
actual and reasonable value, than any
other kind of property. All legislation should be framed with a view
not only to establishing this rule of
assessment, and taxation, but also of
ensuring its faithful enforcement by
those charged with the assessment
and levying cf taxes, in every county
in the territory.
As the government of a commun
ity is but me agent or au tne people,
appointed to do collectively those
things which from their nature cannot
be done by the people individually, it
fonows that the same prudence and
ML.economy ought to be observed by
those entrusted with the raising and
spending of public revenue, that the
careful and intelligent citizen would
practice in regard to the use of his
own funds. That is to say, no more
revenue should be demanded from the
people than is necessary for the legitimate purposes of the government,
CAPITOL OF THE TERRITORY AT WHICH INAUGURAL EXERCISES TOOK PLACE.
honestly and economically administered. Taxes and assessments should
not be devised simply to show how
"You of course understand that in or outside of the limitations imposed rich we are. Enough should be raised
a criminal case, when I received a
inthe
of
the
from
secretary
telegram
my administration I am governed by upon him by the constitution. He has for our actual needs, and .no more.
terior at Washington, saying that the the laws now on the statute the right to expect that I will render The presence of surplus revenue is
president had instructed him to ask if books, and that they cannot be such assistance as I can, in my hum always a temptation to extravagance,
I would accept the office of governor changed except
by act of con- ble way, to make his administration a for it is human nature to find ways
of New Mexico, and requesting an im gress or by the legislature, the success, and if I cannot do so, then to spend money when it is in sight, and
mediate answer. As I had no lightning next session of which, in the ordinary it is my dutv to resign, and if I do doubly so if it is money furnished by
rod out, and was not aware that my course of events, will not convene un- - not do that then I should be removed some one else. Therefore, if the taxes
are at any time producing a surplus
name was being considered for the . til January, 1911. I believe our laws from office.
off
me
under
almost
in the treasury of the territory, or of
took
is
"So
it
those
with
enactment
the
the
serving
inquiry
be
bettered
place,
by
might
my feet, or rather off the judicial 0f SOme new ones which seem to me me. I expect and feel that I have the any county, beyond its actual and
wool-sacon which all judges, by the desirable and also by the repeal of .right to require the cordial and earn present needs, the rate of taxation
of all should be promptly reduced.
est support and
common law, are supposed to sit when some of those now in force,
Improve Public School System.
engaged fin trying either criminal or j "gut whatever the laws are or may territorial officers and the subordi
"It is my purpose to use every
civil cases, and I was, for a time, at a De during my term of office, it will be nates whom they select. Unless the
loss what reply to make, but figura my aim, insofar as it is in my power support of these officials, unless all effort in my power to aid and assist
tively speaking, I pulled myself to- and incumbent upon me as governor, work in harmony to carry out the- in the betterment of our schools, both
gether and wired that I would accept to see that they are enforced honestly, general plan of government, any ad- the common schools and the higher
that or any other office, or fight in the vigorously and without fear or favor, ministration must be a failure and I institutions of learning, which are sitranks as a private, if the president In this endeavor I hope and expect now give notice that I do not intend uated in the territory. The advance in
thought that by so doing I could best to receive the hearty support of the my administration to be a failure, if our educational system, during the
past few years, is something of which
assist in making his administration a good people of New Mexico, regard- I can help it.
we may well be proud but there is
Taxation.
success.
less of party or other affiliations.
"One of the most important func still room for great improvement,
"You know what followed. The
tions of government is the raising of and I for one, shall not be satisfied
president sent my name to the senate,
revenue for the payment of its exthe committee on territories considered it favorably at their first meeting
(Continued on Page Ten.)
penses. These expenses are necessary,
if organized government is to exist.
and I was confirmed on December 20,
1909, but ten days after the president
They are incurred for the common
nominated me.
good. They are provided in order that
the lives and property of our citizens
"It goes without saying that the
may be protected; that our rights of
prompt action of the senate was gratigovernor has the earnest and united
fying to me. Of course I had no reason to apprehend that I would not he
person and property may be safeguarded, and controversies that inconfirmed, for during the twelve years
that I have been chief justice of the
evitably arise concerning them may
be adjudicated in an orderly and
supreme court of New Mexico, it has
been my endeavor to decide every
peaceful way; that crime may be punished and restrained; that the blind,
case which has come before me strictthe deaf and dumb, the insane, and all
ly according to what I believed the
the unfortunate, the afflicted, and the
law applicable to it to be. In doing
helpless, who are unable to do for
this, I have been obliged to decide
ac
themselves, may be cared for
many cases against my best friends,
but I am glad to say that notwithcording to the humane and beneficial
practices which characterize our mod- - j
standing such adverse decisions, they
ern civilization. Every member of the
are still my friends, for they know
community, from the lowest to the i
that I decided their cases according
to what I believed the law to be. Hav
highest shares in these benefits ac-- , !
cording to his needs and condition in
ing done this, I knew in my heart that
I
life.
nothing of moment could honestly be
said against me, and I cared not what
"Therefore it is not only a funda--mentwas said that was not true, nor do I
Drincinle of noltical economy, t
GOVERNOR BENT,
care today.
but the dictate of common justice and !
Aim of Administration.
Whose Portrait Was Unveiled This ; common sense as well, that the burden
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
(
Afternoon In the'Council Cham"I am assured that I take up ihe
or uiese expenses, inus incurred tor yvno uenverea xne
ber at the Capitol.
duties of the office of governor under
at the Bent Unveiling.
the benefit of all, should be borne by
t
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in which

the people from one end of
the territory to the other are inter
ested, is our admission to the sisterhood of states.
Statehood for New Mexico.
"For many years we have been ask-- ,
ing for statehood, claiming that it
was promised to us under Article IX
of. the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
which article contained the provision
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"If I had any ousmess "w"u"h ae
judge, Dupuy. I would prefer to do it
with the judge."
"But I am his plenipotentiary."
j
"Mhm, mum!" grunted Brand negatively.
"You
are rather unreasonable.
Brand." A wearied and hopeless look
began to show in the lawyer's visage.
The young editor noted this and reto temporize with and exaspersolved
Novelized by
ate this man whom he despised above
pathetically.
Dillon staggered forward.
all others, even above Bartelmy himR. Toombs
"Better sit down," cautioned Brand. self. Barteliny, believed Braud, even
From the Great Play
"Same old story, eh?"
if he was a scoundrel,
actually had
"No. I'm hungry."
of the Same Name by
superior mental ability, was a brilliant
"Durkin, go get one hot roast beef thinker and acted boldly In many of
Joseph Medill Pattersandwich and a big pot of black cof- his dishonest transactions on the bench.
son and Harriet Ford.
fee and see that he gets them."
But Dupuy he was to Brand the hanger-"Yes, sir." The lad sped away after on,
the skulker, the vandal jackal
Copyright, 1Q0B, by Joseph Medill
catching a quarter which that devoured corpses iu the night that
dexterously
Patterson tnd Harriet Ford.
Brand tossed him.
braver animals had fought and killed
"I wish I was going in there to work by day. His eyes blinked in the light,
CHArTER IX.
with the boys instead of eating char- did Dupuy 's. It was in the underT 9 o'clock in the managing ity grub," began Dillon plaintively. "I ground runways that he coursed the;
editor's room iu the Advance know you mean all right, Mr. Brand. swiftest. And as these thoughts sped,
building Wheeler Brand and I've tried and tried again to fight it through his brain the editor looked
three other men. Howard off, but it's useless. I can't. It's too away absently.
Hartley, Jeff Thorne, staff reporters, late. I'm a dead one. The hard stuff,
Dupuy came hot on his trail.
and Bill, their much browbeaten un- the five cent whisky, has got me. You
"Shall I make an appointment with
derstudy, were industriously at work. never heard how this thing started, him for you. say, tomorrow morning?"
At one side of the office diagonally did you, Mr. Brand? If it hadn't he anxiously queried of the newspaper
from the managing editor's desk was been for my wife"
man.
a high mahogany desk which backed
"Oh, cut it out!" cried Brand, and
"I don't care."
"Then I'll do it!" he said decidedly
against a wooden partition which cut Dillon shambled out of the room.
Downs hurried in. He had become and moved away from the desk. "And
off a small room used as a "morgue,"
the place where newspaper and maga- night editor when the shakeup oc- He saw that Brand was still
er"
curred at the time of Brand's promozine clippings are kept for reference.
indifferent. He
returned to the
Through the partition a round hole tion.
about five inches in diameter had been
"Young Bobbie Doolittle pinched
desk. "Things
cut with a handsaw, and on a table in again for speeding," he rattled off.
will remain stathe morgue a camera had been rested "Three show girls in the auto. All of
.until'
tionary
with the telescopic protuberance con- 'em lit up. Bobbie weeping because
then?" he asked.
to
had
miss
the
the
theater, and
girls
taining the lens projecting through the
"Things never
hole in the partition into a private his mother's at me all evening to
remain stationmail box directly above the desk. The keep it out. What'll I do?"
ary in a newspaBrand leaned back and smiled.
door of this box, into which were
per office," re"Well, it was on her account we kept
placed letters arriving for the managsponded the maning editor during his absence, had out his partial elopement .with her
aging editor labeen unlocked. A line of shoe thread French maid and the time he kissed
conically.
ti.id been fastened to the door of the the head waiter at the St. Honore hotel
"What I mean
I
a
lieu
of
and
guess well, print
tip,
box and extended down behind the in
is that there
desk to the floor and across to the this one. It may help brace him up."
would be no
left hand side of Brand's desk. A j' "Oh, and that disappearance case,"
er about
story
him until you see
slight tug on the thread would cause reminded Downs. "The girl's come
the door of the mail box to open, ex- back old gag, visiting her friends in
him."
off on the suit
"A business deal"
i aon-- t know;
posing to the lens Brand's desk, his Jersey, but she's been
case
all
circuit
right."
chair and another chair whi.li had
what you are talking about."
"Home now?" jerked the managing
been placed at the right of the desk
"Can we let it go over for one day?'"
editor.
next to the telephone.
"I don't know what you are talking;
"Yep."
For several minutes the mysterious
about."
she'll
"Think
stay there?"
"You insist on his coming here per-- ,
preparations went on. Just what they
"She might."
meant no one but Brand could tell,
sonally?"
"WTell, she can't if we print this, so
and he was strangely silent, except as
"Of course I don't. I don't insist on:
let's forget it."
to directing what should be done.
anything."
we've had a man on it two
"How much time have we got?" '"'j
Hartley was anxious to make cer- ' "But
tain that the lens aimed directly at days," persisted Downs. "We're the
"He knows all about th d."
Brand's desk. He measured the line only paper that's got it."
Dupuy was immeasurably relieved',
"Well, we won't be the one to kick at this last remark. Itvwas the first
with his eye.
her down," pronounced Brand, turning time that Brand had indicated that
"Get it?" called Jeff.
"No. not yet. Wait a minute," How- his head away to end the conversation.
Bartelmy and he had had an engage"All right, just as you say."
ment.
ard answered, dodging around quickly
The telephone bell rang. Brand took
"Mr. Brand, I can almost assure you
toward the little "morgue." "I haven't
off the receiver.
that my client will keep his appointgot the focus right yet. Hold on!"
"Hello! Tell Mr. Dupuy I'm busy!" ment." The
Jeff lighted a match, held it up and
lawyer's voice rang out
he cried after taking the message.
stood between the two chairs.
firmly.
"What? Send him in. That's all,
The editor nodded carelessly toward
"How's that?" he cried.
Downs. See that they take care of the
The answering voice came back.
speaker, who spun on his heel aud
"Yes; that's the very thing. It's all Dillon, will you?"
speedily strode away. The telephone
The night editor nodded in the af- bell sounded. Brand bent over quickly.
right now."
Who-- oh,
"Hello!
Brand stepped forward from a cor- firmative and gazed rather curiously
yes, Mr. Nolan.
ner of the room from whence he had at Brand as he went out.
No, sir, not yet, but I think we'll have
Dupuy came into Brand's office with him landed all right in about half an
been watching the final preparations
for the strange event that was to occur. a most circumspect and deferential air. hour. Flease don't worry about it.
"Are you all set now, boys?" he Dressed in evening clothes, carrying It'll be all right. Just go away and
asked. "Is your camera in the right his silk hat in bis hand and with a hide somewhere, for they'll be doing
boutonniere of hothouse violets in his the baby act as quick as 1 trap him,
place for the flashlight?"
"Yes, sir!" cried Jeff and Howard si- lapel, he gave every indication of be- and you'll be squeezed to death before
ing the society figure that his name we get to press. You promised me this
multaneously.
"The flashlight is planted here, sir," and wealth had made possible for him. chance. You want to know what's goThe lawyer lobbyist walked directly
on? Well, where will you be?
said Howard, pointing to a narrow pan
to the desk at which Brand was seat- ing
3 Plaza. Get off the wire. Miss
Triple
ed. In reply to the managing editor's Stowe.
Yes, Mr. Nolan, they cut iu
salutation he bowed stiffly and leaned on us. I'll call you up later."
forward over the desk.
Several moments elapsed before Du(To Be Continued.)
puy spoke. He was trying to put his
opening words in the most judicious
language, and well he might hesitate
A failing tiny nerve no larger than
when one considers the nature of his the flenst silken thread takes from
evil erraud.
the Heart its impulse, its power, its
"The gentleman who was coming to
The Stomach also has its
regularity.
see you tonight," at last he said careor inside nerve. It was Dr.
hidden,
to
to
had
"has
the opera with
go
fully,
his daughter. He has asked me to iShoop who first told us it was wrong
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
come in his stead."
An expression of complete bewilder- Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
ment spread over the other's face.
"A gentleman?
What gentleman?" straight for the cause of these ailments these weak and faltering inhe interrrogated.
nerves. This, no doubt clearly
side
was
Dupuy
momentarily nonplused.
"Why. the gentleman who ah, with explains why the Restorative has of
whom you made an appointment for 9 late grown so rapidly in popularity.
o'clock this evening here at your of- Druggists say that those who test the
fice."
Restorative even for a few days soon
Brand still refused to show his hand. become fully convinced of its wonder"I should be very glad to hear what ful merit. Anyway, don't drug the
you have to say, Mr. Dupuy, but, organ. Treating the cause of sickness
frankly. I don't know what you are is the only sensible and successful
driving at."
Co.
way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
The visitor was annoyed. He was
positive that Barteliny would not send
TAFT AT 'VARSITY BANQUET.
him on a wild goose errand. Surely
the judge and Brand had come to
terms regarding the silence of the AdWashington, Feb. 28. Some of the
vance as to the Lansing Iron case de- greatest men of the nation will gather
"I'm hungry."
cision. The editor was playing with about the banquet board in the New
in a shadowed spot on top of the ma
him now, he knew dangling him on a Willard this evening, when the Unidesk
and close to the lens.
hogany
to tantalize him.
versity Club gives its sixth annual din"Have you tested this?" asked Brand verbal hook
"Oh, come, you know who I mean
ner. The function promises to be the
j
"Yes, sir."
snapped the judge's despi- greatest of its kind ever held hy a sim"Be careful, sir, or you'll explode Barteliny!"
cable tool.
ilar organization.
the flash," warned Jeff as Brand lightexclaimed Brand
The toastmaster will be Senator
ed a match to ascertain the location in "Judge Bartelmy!"
him?"
surprise. "Well, what about
.
of New, York. President Taft,
of the powder.
Dupuy produced a card, which the first president of the club, and whose
"Go into room 4, boys, and wait till
at.
editor
glanced
I send for you," directed Brand.
name was first proposed by the club
"What's this?" he asked. Then he for
'
Jeff and Howard went out. Brand read:
the presidency of the United
"'Dupuy will represent me.' In States, will
went to his desk as the office boy,
be among the speakers.
what?"
j
Durkin, entered.
,
to put the card in his Other speakers will foe
He
started
"Joe Dillon's here," said the lad.
Sherman, Speaker Cannon, Champ
pocket.
,
Drunk?"
would better let me Clark, leader of the House minority;
you
"Perhape
"Just one over."
have that so I can return it to him." Hon. Job B. Hedges, of New York,
j
"Broke?"
reached eagerly for the card, and Senator Carter of Montana.
Dupuy
"Sure!" The boy grinned.
which Brand slowly extended to him.
"
charDillon, one of the
A NIGHT ALARM.
"This ' refers to that transaction of
acteristic of the type that prey on the which
and he were speaking this
an alarm ot fire at night
you
than
Worse
newspaper men at night In the big afternoon," continued the
is the metallic cough of Croup. Carelawyer.
would
have
received
cities,
ordinarily
Brand laughed loudly.
ful mothers keep Foley's Honey and
short shrift from a busy man like
"Well. Dupuy, I'm a poor hand at Tar in the house and give it at the
Brand, but Dillon, an
guessing riddles. I give it up. What's first glance of danger. Foley's Honreporter, had oace given Brand, when the answer?"
ey and Tar has saved many little
a beginner, some valuable pointers,
lives. No opiates.
became impatient.
The
lawyer
which the now managing editor had
Pneumonia follows a cold but never
"The transaction Involving the ah
never forgotten.
of a certain sum of follows the use of Foley's Honey and
investment
tie
"Tell him to come ln," ordered Brand.
he explained haltingly.
Tar which stops the cough, heals the
He reached for the offlce telephone Honey,"
"A business deal I was going into lungs and expels the cold from the
and called the night city editor. "The with the
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
j system.
Judge?" in amazement.
.'
Co.
Treclselv.".

The FOURTH

Frederick

for many years Xew Mexico, in popu-- j
lation, wealth and development, has
far exceeded the standard accepted
bv the congress in the admission of
many of the older states.
"Ever since its organization as a
the people of New Mexico
territory
ATTORNEY A. B. RENEHAN,
have in every possible way, both in
CAPTAIN FRED MULLER,
Who Presented the Bent Portrait on times of war and in times of peace,
Grand Marshal of the Day.
Behalf of the Capitol Custodians.
shown their devotion to the flag and
their loyalty to the government of the
United States, and they have earned th
menibers of the constitutional
SPLENDID INAUGURAL ADDRESS
is that of taxation. In my
convention
OF GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS of full citizenship.
"Notwithstanding the handicap of a opinion in the instrument devised by
territorial form of government, how-- ' that body, some limitation should be
(Continued From Page Nine.)
ever, we have steadily progressed in '
the per cent which can
until in our remote rural districts ev- developing our resources, in extend- - placed upon
De
acleviea
taxame property to
of
uPn
child
our
has
of
the
opportunity
education, and new
ing
system
ery
quiring a good common school educa- railroads and new irrigation enterpris- raise the money necessary to pay the
tion. In our large towns and cities the es are opening up millions upon milordinary running expenses of the
schools compare very favorably with lions of acres of our fertile lands to
If this is done, and
government.
those of the older and more densely settlement and cultivation.
the
to some reais
limited
levy
must
populated states, so our efforts
"Today I believe the congress recognow be directed to devising some nizes that we are fully qualified to sonable rate, then I believe that
means by which education shall be assume the responsibilities of state- the total footing of our taxable
extended to the scattered settlements hood and that the enabling act which property will increase by leaps
which are situated in our mountains recently passed the House of Repre- and bounds, and the property in
and on our plains, far removed from sentatives without a dissenting vote, the territory will be assessed for taxrailroads and the usual routes of will soon pass the senate, possibly ation at something like Its rea:
travel. Until the younger generation with some modifications and receive As our laws now stand, with the
amounts for which levies can be made
in these outlying districts have the the approval of the president.
"We have the wealth and the ener- almost unlimited, it is practically imadvantages which all American chilhave of acquiring getic
dren should
people among us who possible to raise the assessments to
knowledge, our school system is not will develop our vast natural resour- anything like the market value of
ces and make New Mexico in a few property to be taxed, and a very large
what it should be.
"The public school system so gener- years, one of the greatest in the gal- portion of our citizens doubt if it would
al in the United States has made us axy of states.
be advantageous to do so if we could.
vhat we are as a nation, and that of "While we are ready and willing to It has frequently been tried and you
New Mexico must be extended and assume the burdens and responsibili- all know what success, or rather lack
improved so that no state shall stand ties which will be cast upon us when of success, has attended the attempts.
a
l
t
n
ahead of us in supplying means by we become a state, we ought to real- Tii. Jis ueiiei
ena
ii uegiu ai iime ouier
which, an education can be acquired. ize that it is a step upon which we and limit the rate of taxation, when
should not enter lightly nor without the increase in the assessments must
Advocates Good Roads.
"One of the marked characteristics grave deliberation, for when once we of
necessity follow, for everyone adof a high state of civilization is the are taken into the Union, these burd- mits that it takes a certain amount of
means of communication from one ens and responsibilities cannot be set
to run the government, no matcenter of population to another. The aside so long as the United States ex- money
ter how economically it is administerKoman Empire, which, in the zenith ists as a nation.
whether we are a state or only a
of its power and greatness was the
"President Taft was absolutely right ed,
To pay the running expenses
territory.
ru'er of the civilized world, construct- in the address which he delivered at of New Mexico
as a state, should not
ed great highways
its Albuquerque last October, in caution- call
connecting
for
addition to what it
any
great
towns and cities, so that trade and in- ing us to be very careful in all the
tercourse could readily be had between preliminary steps which we must take now costs to run our territorial government.
the different parts of the empire. before our admission td the Union.
"In our constitution, care must be
A
of
these
Sane
built
Constitution.
Many
roads, although
taken to guard and protect our
two thousand years ago, are still in
we must eieci our best men
good condition, and today bear silent men of experience and affairs, as dele schools. I am sufficiently acquairted
testimony to the greatness of their gates to the convention which is to with the people of the territory, havbuilders. Of course, in New Mexico, 'frame the act under which the new ing lived here some twenty years, to
we cannot build such highways as state of New Mexico shall live, so know that they will insist upon this
the conquerors and masters of the that our constitution may be as near- being done. We have never been
known world deemed necessary, nor ly perfect as the fallibility of man backward in paying taxes for the supdo we need them, as the railroads will permit it to be. Let us make a port of our schools, and I am sure
largely take their place and do the safe and sane constitution, a consti- that we never will be.
"What we need, in short, as I have
major portion of the work of transpor- tution which will insure us good govtation, but our country roads, the ernment of the state, but which is al- said before, is a safe and sane conshort roads between the several so flexible enough to answer our stitution one which will show the
needs as we grow in wealth and poputowns, need improvement.
people of the east, of the west, and
"Since the advent of the automo- lation, which is certain to come to us of the great middle states, that the
bile, the cry for good roads is heard quickly.
people of New Mexico are a conservafrom one end of tne land to the oth"For one, I do not favor a constitu- tive class of citizens freemen, who
er. I believe in good roads, and favor tion which contains much legislation,
love the Union and the stars and
the improvement of the highways in but care must be exercised to so frame
and who are worthy of asthe territory so far as it can possibly it as to secure an absolutely fair ju- stripes, the
burden of free governsuming
be done. The greater part of the work diciary, for after all is said and done,
all of its duties and rewith
ment,
however, must be done by the several although the judiciary is the weakest
sponsibilities.
counties, as there are not enough con- of the great
branches of
"I am for statehood for New Mexico,
victs to answer the demand for this government, still it is the shield and
class of labor. I will, however, prom- buckler which protects the poor and first, last, and all of the time, and
will bend all my
and humble
ise that the territory will assist in the well to do, the
strong and the efforts to secure energies
end. My hope
that
the work, so far as it properly can.
of
from
the
avarice and greed
is that it will come very shortly, and
"A great deal of credit should be weak,
those who would take advantage of
that my term of office as governor of
to
the
citizens
Las
of
and
given
Vegas
even
them.
protects the people the
Santa Fe, who, in a period of hard from It executive
territory of New Mexico will be
the
and legislative but of
a limited duration.
times, conceived the idea of building branches of the
when
government,
the scenic highway between those two
In Conclusion.
sometimes perhaps
prosperous towns with the assistance they seek, as they
"Now,
my
friends, I have talked to
over-stethe boundof convict labor. It was a good idea unwittingly do, to
a
for
considerable
you
time, but I
and has spread, and today several of ary line of authority which is given to could hardly have abbreviated my rethe states are employing their prison- them by the organic law. Nothing is marks and have said anything. I realmore dangerous or tends more surely
ers in this way.
ize that I am advancing in years, and
"The building of roads is a class of to overthrow the liberities of the peo- that in all probability my span of
work which to my mind does not en- ple, than the encroachments and over- life has nearly run its course. My
ter into competition with honest la- stepping by the executive and legisla- temperament is such that I look at
bor, while at the same time it helps tive branches of the government, of both sides of a question. iSo far
the convict by giving him healtful the limitations of their power set forth name is untarnished and I intend my
that
outdoor work, and shortens the term in the written constitutions. These
untarchildren
shall
an
inherit
my
of his imprisonment, if he conducts encroachments, when they exist, can
nished name if nothing else. I am not
himself properly.
only be restrained by the actions of filled with
ambitions, save to give
"The act of the legislature passed in the courts, or by revolutions. Our conthe people of New Mexico an honest
1905, projecting and establishing the stitution must therefore
safeguard
Camino Real, to be an extension of by every possible provision the abso- and good administration during the
brief term that I shall occupy the gubthe scenic highway, through New lute fairness of the judiciary.
ernatorial chair, so that our citizens
Mexico along the general route of the
Protect Public Lands.
be 'benefited 'both morally and
may
historic Santa Fe trail and perma"In niy opinion provisions should
If I succeed in this I shall
materially.
nent highway for rural and tourist be inserted
in our constitution to pro- be satisfied.
travel
and
with
transportation,
tect our public lands and save them
"The people of the judicial district,
branch roads extending into every from
being the prey of speculators over the courts of which I have presidcounty, initiated a work of great mer- and the football of
politicians and ed for so many years, and the people
it which will be of lasting benefit to
whose
aim will be to of
men,
designing
all our people.
home town, the beautiful 'Meafor
them
less
than they dowmy
acquire
"I believe this work should be
have een very kind to me
City,'
are
our
Let
reasonably worth.
on my elevation to' the high office
pushed to completion by the use of constitution
throw such safeguards which I
convict labor where possible, and by
today assume, and I am more
about the administration of this
the united
than grateful to them for their good
of all the
sacred trust that generations as yet wishes
counties.
and their kindly feeling to"In carrying on this work, and im- unborn will bless its framers for hav- wards me. I hope that my future ac- proving and constructing reads to ing preserved the rich heritage of ions may show that I deserve them
connect the outlying mining, agriculthat i
They toave exPresse1 re
and the am no ,
tural and grazing districts with the the
t0 ,be cWef justlce
railroad stations, to and from which higher institutions of learning in the
,de over the courtg ln tt Fourth
they may transport their products and
supplies, I think some definite plan states the administration of the landsder the offlce of
should be adopted to secure uniform- donated toy Congress when the sev- - fi ucce
le f th terr,torJ
the
ity and permanence of construction. eral new commonwealths were creat-- t
ally tMnk that T have done m
The work should not be undertaken fn
;W
best t0
minister the duties
sporadically here and there, but each
people. Let the f
t to
and
mQ
section or division should be worked delegates to the constitutional con- - n the omc(!)
T
oii
systematically until completed, it vention carefully guard these lands,
"Ladies and gentlemen, I thank you
will be one of my aims to secure the so that our entire people may be benfor the kind attention you have given
perfection of such a plan and begin efited in a manner commensurate with me."
work upon it.
their value.
"The great question, however, which
"Another matter to which the most
If you want anything on earth try
concerns New Mexico as a whole, and careful scrutiny should ,be given by a New
Mexican Want Ad.
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1, 1910.

uas goi ine rown SKAinea on
shipping." he said. "Do you know
who's doiug it for them? Well, I think
j'ou'd better hire him."
Joe Dillon wandered in.
"Good evening, Mr. Brand," he said
weakly. Durkin, who had summoned
him, followed him in.
"Well, Joe, what is it?"
Got a
"Wait a minute, Durkin.
Etory for us, Joe?" queried Brand sym-
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that the territories 'shall be incorpo--l
rated into the Union of the Unit- ed States, and be admitted at the prop-- ,
er time, (to be judged by the con-- ,
gress of the United States) to the en-- ,
joyment of all the rights of citizens of
j
the United States.'
"Up to the present session the law
making power has never judged that
the proper time had arrived, although
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